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Abstract. In this article we extend independent results of Lusztig and Hézard concerning the ex-
istence of irreducible characters of finite reductive groups, (defined in good characteristic and aris-
ing from simple algebraic groups), satisfying a strong numerical relationship with their unipotent
support. Along the way we obtain some results concerning quasi-isolated semisimple elements.

1. Introduction

Throughout this article G will be a simple algebraic group over K = Fp, an algebraic closure of the finite
field Fp, where p is a good prime for G. Furthermore, we assume G is defined over Fq ⊂ Fp (where q is
a power of a p) and F : G → G is the associated Frobenius endomorphism. Throughout we will denote
an algebraic group in bold and its corresponding fixed point subgroup in roman, for instance G := GF.

Let us denote by ClU(G) the set of all unipotent conjugacy classes of G and by ClU(G)F all those
classes which are F-stable. In [Lus84a, §13.4] and [Lus92, §10] Lusztig defined combinatorially using j-
induction and the Springer correspondence a map ΦG : Irr(G)→ ClU(G)F. He had previously conjectured
in [Lus80] that for any G and any irreducible character χ ∈ Irr(G) there should exist a unique class
Oχ ∈ ClU(G)F of maximal dimension satisfying

∑
g∈OF

χ

χ(g) 6= 0.

It was shown in [Lus92], (and later [Gec96]), that in good characteristic Oχ always exists and that ΦG(χ) =

Oχ. We call the class Oχ the unipotent support of χ.
Recall that Lusztig has shown for each χ ∈ Irr(G) there is a well defined integer nχ such that nχ · χ(1)

is a polynomial in q with integer coefficients. If x ∈ G then we write AG(x) for the component group
CG(x)/CG(x)◦, furthermore if F(x) = x then we denote again by F the automorphism of AG(x) induced
by F. We will denote by AG(x) the quotient group CG(x)F/CG(x)◦F which may be identified with the
fixed point group AG(x)F. In [Lus84a, §13.4] Lusztig gave various properties of the map ΦG which should
hold when Z(G) is connected. For our concerns the most important of these are that: ΦG is surjective, nχ

divides |AG(u)| for u ∈ Oχ and finally that there exists for each O ∈ ClU(G)F at least one χ ∈ Φ−1
G (O)

such that nχ = |AG(u)| for u ∈ O.
This intriguing numerical property has provided several interesting applications to the representation

theory of G, namely via Kawanaka’s theory of generalised Gelfand–Graev representations, (see for in-
stance [Gec99, §3] and [GH08, Theorem 4.5]). Unfortunately, at the time of writing, proving the existence
of such characters seems only possible by carrying out a case by case check and the details of this were
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omitted from [Lus84a, §13.4]. A detailed case by case analysis was provided by Hézard in his PhD the-
sis [Héz04] and also partly by Lusztig in [Lus09]. Note that in the latter reference necessary questions
concerning F-stability were not addressed, however results concerning groups with a disconnected centre
were considered.

It is the main goal of this paper, (using extensively the work of Lusztig and Hézard), to extend in a
natural way the existence of characters satisfying nχ = |AG(u)| for their unipotent support to the case
where G has a disconnected centre. Along the way we also restate the results of Hézard so that all simple
groups are treated in our paper. Note that the existence of the characters mentioned above will follow
from our main result, (Theorem 2.11), as is shown in [Tay13, Theorem 3.1]. In [Tay13] it is also shown that
this result gives direct applications to the representation theory of those groups G along the same lines as
those obtained by Geck and Geck–Hézard.

The logical layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce enough notation so that we can
accurately state our main result. In Sections 3 and 4 we introduce further notation and conventions that
will be required for the case by case check. Section 5 is dedicated to dealing with clarifications required
concerning degenerate elements in half-spin groups. In particular we describe explicitly the Springer
correspondence for degenerate elements, which may be of independent interest. In Section 6 we recall
results of Bonnafé concerning quasi-isolated semisimple elements and prove the existence of F-stable
classes. Finally the remaining sections are the execution of the case by case check. Note that we have also
included an index of notation for the convenience of the reader.

Acknowledgments: The work presented in this article forms the main part of the authors PhD qualifica-
tion, which was supervised by Prof. Meinolf Geck. The author wishes to express his deepest thanks to
Prof. Geck for proposing this problem and for his vital guidance. The author would like to thank Prof.
Cédric Bonnafé for many useful discussions and Professors Gunter Malle and Radha Kessar for carefully
reading his PhD thesis and providing numerous useful comments. We also thank Prof. Malle for his
comments on a preliminary version of this paper.

2. Stating The Result

2.1. Let us fix a regular embedding ι : G ↪→ G̃ of G into a group with connected centre with the same
derived subgroup as G, (see [Lus88, §7]), and denote by ι? : G̃? � G? the induced surjective morphism
of dual groups. If G has a connected centre then we simply take G̃ = G and ι to be the identity map.
We assume these groups to be fixed and F? to be a corresponding Frobenius endomorphism of the dual
groups G? and G̃?. Assume T0 6 B0 is a maximal torus and Borel subgroup of G, both assumed to
be F-stable, then we denote by (W, S) the Coxeter system of G defined with respect to T0 6 B0. Taking
T̃0 6 B̃0 to be the unique maximal torus and Borel subgroup of G̃ satisfying T0 = T̃0 ∩G and B0 = B̃0 ∩G
we have ι naturally identifies (W, S) with the Coxeter system of G̃ defined with respect to T̃0 6 B̃0. We
now fix F?-stable maximal tori T̃?

0 6 G̃? and T?
0 6 G? such that the triples (G̃, T̃0, F) and (G̃?, T̃?

0 , F?),
respectively (G, T0, F) and (G?, T?

0 , F?), are in duality. We then necessarily have that ι?(T̃?
0) = T?

0 , (see
for instance [Tay12, Lemma 1.71]). Denote by (W?, T) the Coxeter system of G̃? defined with respect to
T̃?

0 6 B̃?
0 then we have ι? naturally identifies (W?, T) with the Coxeter system of G? defined with respect

to T?
0 6 B?

0 := ι?(B̃?
0). Recall that by duality we have an anti-isomorphism W → W? denoted by w 7→ w?

which satisfies S? = T.
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2.2. For each s ∈ T?
0 we denote by W?(s)◦ 6 W?(s) 6 W? the Weyl group of the connected reductive

group CG?(s)◦ and the group {w ∈ W? | sw = ẇ−1sẇ = s} of all elements commuting with s, (where
ẇ ∈ NG?(T?

0) is a representative of w). We define similar groups for all semisimple elements s̃ ∈ T̃?
0 but in

this case we have W?(s̃)◦ = W?(s̃) as the centraliser of every semisimple element is connected. Assume
the conjugacy class of s̃ is F?-stable then there exists w ∈ W? such that F?(s̃) = s̃ẇ. Choose a Borel
subgroup B(s̃) of CG̃?(s̃) containing T̃?

0 then by [Lus84a, Lemma 1.9(i)] we may assume w is the unique
element of minimal length in the right coset wW?(s̃); this element is characterised by the fact that w
normalises B(s̃). We may now define a Frobenius endomorphism F?

s̃ of CG̃?(s̃) by setting F?
s̃ (h) := ẇF?(h)

which stabilises T̃?
0 and B(s̃) hence induces a Coxeter automorphism of W?(s̃). Taking B(s) := ι?(B(s̃))

to be a Borel subgroup of CG?(s)◦ one similarly has a Frobenius endomorphism F?
s of CG?(s) inducing a

Coxeter automorphism of W?(s)◦ and satisfying F?
s ◦ ι? = ι? ◦ F?

s̃ . We will similarly denote by W(s̃), W(s)
and W(s)◦ the corresponding subgroups of W under the anti-isomorphism between W and W?.

2.3. By the Jordan decomposition of characters and [DM91, Proposition 13.20] we have a bijection

Ψs̃ : E(G̃, s̃)→ E(CG̃?(s̃), 1)→ E(CG?(s)◦, 1) (2.4)

where the first set is the geometric Lusztig series of G̃ determined by s̃ ∈ T̃?
0 and the latter sets are the sets

of unipotent characters. Note that here we denote by CG̃?(s̃), (resp. CG?(s)◦), the fixed point subgroup of
CG̃?(s̃), (resp. CG?(s)◦), under F?

s̃ , (resp. F?
s ). By the classification of unipotent characters given in [Lus84a,

§4] the set of unipotent characters E(CG̃?(s̃), 1) can further be partitioned in to what are called families;
we denote these by F̃ . In fact, we have an injective map F̃ 7→ W?(F̃ ) ⊆ Irr(W?(s̃)) whose image is the
set of F?

s̃ -stable families of irreducible characters of W?(s̃). By the map in (2.4) we have a bijection F̃ 7→ F
between the families of unipotent characters of CG̃?(s̃) and those of CG?(s)◦. With this in mind we denote
by T G̃ the set of all pairs (s̃, W?(F̃ )) satisfying

• s̃ ∈ T̃?
0 lies in an F?-stable conjugacy class and the image of s := ι?(s̃) under an adjoint quotient of

G? is a quasi-isolated semisimple element, (for a definition see [Bon05, §1.B]),

• W?(F̃ ) ⊆ Irr(W?(s̃)) is a family of characters which is invariant under the induced action of F?
s̃ .

Clearly W? acts naturally by conjugation on T G̃ and we denote by TG̃ the orbits under this action.

2.5. Let NG denote the set of all pairs (O, E ) where O ∈ ClU(G) is a unipotent class and E is a Q`-
constructible local system on O. We will need the notion of a good pair as introduced by Geck in [Gec99,
4.4]. Recall that the Springer correspondence gives us an embedding Irr(W) ↪→ NG, (see [Lus84b]),
which we denote by ρ 7→ (Oρ, Eρ). With this we may now define a function d : Irr(W) → N0 as
follows. Let ρ ∈ Irr(W) then we then define d(ρ) to be dimBG

u where BG
u is the variety of all Borel

subgroups of G containing u ∈ Oρ. We also denote by b : Irr(W) → N0 the function which maps
an irreducible character to its b-invariant, (see [GP00, §5.2.2]). With this invariant we may define the
Lusztig–MacDonald–Spaltenstein induction map jW

W′ where W′ is any subgroup of W, (see [GP00, §5.2.8]).

Proposition 2.6 (Lusztig, [Lus09, Theorem 1.5]). Assume (s̃, W?(F̃ )) ∈ T G̃ is any pair and let ρ0 ∈ W?(F̃ )
be the unique special character (see [GP00, Theorem 6.5.13(b)]) then we have

IndW
W(s̃)(ρ0) = ρ′0 + a combination of ρ̃ ∈ Irr(W) with b(ρ̃) > b(ρ0)
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where ρ′0 ∈ Irr(W) satisfies b(ρ′0) = b(ρ0). Furthermore the pair (Oρ′0
, Eρ′0

) corresponding to ρ′0 under the Springer
correspondence satisfies Eρ′0

∼= Q`.

Definition 2.7. Recall from [Spa85, 1.1(I)] that we have b(ρ) > d(ρ) for all ρ ∈ Irr(W), hence in the
notation of Proposition 2.6 we have an inequality b(ρ̃) > d(ρ̃) > b(ρ0). With this in mind we say a pair
(s̃, W?(F̃ )) ∈ T G̃ is d-good if the following sharper form of Proposition 2.6 holds

IndW
W(s̃)(ρ0) = ρ′0 + a combination of ρ̃ ∈ Irr(W) with d(ρ̃) > b(ρ0).

2.8. Recall that we are interested in the characters of G. These are classified in [Lus88] by understand-
ing the restriction of characters from G̃ to G, in particular we have the following. Assume ψ̃ ∈ E(G̃, s̃) is an
irreducible character of G̃ and ψ := Ψs̃(ψ̃) is the corresponding unipotent character. The quotient group
AG?(s) acts on ψ by conjugation and we denote the stabiliser of ψ under this action by StabAG? (s)(ψ), (note
here AG?(s) is defined with respect to F?

s ). The main result of [Lus88] states that the restriction ResG̃
G(ψ̃) is

multiplicity free and contains | StabAG? (s)(ψ)| number of irreducible constituents. The main result below
will be concerned with finding characters ψ such that | StabAG? (s)(ψ)| is maximal.

2.9. To understand the meaning of the word maximal in the previous sentence we must recall some
results from [Tay13] concerning unipotent classes. The embedding ι induces a bijection ClU(G)→ ClU(G̃)

between the sets of unipotent conjugacy classes and we will implicitly identify each O ∈ ClU(G) with its
image ι(O), (similarly for the unipotent elements of G and G̃).

Definition 2.10. Let O ∈ ClU(G)F then we say a class representative u ∈ OF is well chosen if |AG(u)F| =
|ZG(u)F||AG̃(u)|, where ZG(u) is the image of Z(G) in AG(u).

By [Tay13, Proposition 2.8] the previous definition makes sense, in particular every class O ∈ ClU(G)F

of a simple algebraic group contains a well-chosen class representative and we will assume all class
representatives of F-stable unipotent classes are well chosen. With this in hand we may now give the
main theorem of this paper.

Theorem 2.11. Assume G is a simple algebraic group, p is a good prime for G and O ∈ ClU(G)F. There exists a
pair (s̃, W?(F̃ )) ∈ TG̃ admitting a unipotent character ψ ∈ F satisfying the following properties:

(P1) nψ = |AG̃(u)|.

(P2) | StabAG? (s)(ψ)| = |ZG(u)F|.

(P3) jW
W(s̃)(ρ) corresponds to (O, Q`) under the Springer correspondence where ρ ∈ W?(F̃ ) is the unique special

character. In particular this ensures that ΦG̃(Ψ
−1
s̃ (ψ)) = O.

Furthermore the following conditions hold unless G is a spin/half-spin group and AG(u) is non-abelian:

(P4) the pair (s̃, W?(F̃ )) is d-good.

(P5) XF := {ψ ∈ F | | StabAG? (s)(ψ)| 6= |ZG(u)F|} = ∅.

Remark 2.12. If G is adjoint then Properties (P2) and (P5) are trivially satisfied, so we will only need
to concern ourselves with this when G has a disconnected centre. Furthermore, although strange in
appearance Property (P5) is important for applications to generalised Gelfand–Graev representations (as
is explained in [Tay13]).
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3. The Setup

3.1. We now introduce the appropriate notation and machinery that we will need to check Theo-
rem 2.11 effectively. Firstly we fix an algebraic closure Q` of the field of `-adic numbers with ` a prime
distinct from p and we assume that any representation of a finite group is taken over Q`. Let us also note
here that N = {0, 1, 2, 3, . . . } will denote the set of all natural numbers including 0. We assume fixed an
isomorphism of groups ı : (Q/Z)p′ → K× and an injective homomorphism of groups  : Q/Z → Q

×
` .

Note that (Q/Z)p′ is the subgroup of all elements whose order is coprime to p. The composition  ◦ ı−1

gives an injective homomorphism κ : K× → Q
×
` . As G is simple we can and will express the Frobe-

nius endomorphism F as a composition Fr ◦ τ where τ is a graph automorphism of G and Fr is a field
automorphism of G for some r a power of p, (note that r = q if τ is trivial).

3.2. Let us denote the root datum of G, (resp. G?), relative to T0, (resp. T?
0), by (X, Φ, qX, qΦ), (resp.

(X?, Φ?, qX?, qΦ?)). Here X := X(T0) = Hom(T0, K×) and qX := qX(T0) = Hom(K×, T0) are the sets of all
algebraic group homomorphisms containing respectively the roots Φ and coroots qΦ of G, (similarly in
the dual case). We assume ∆ ⊂ Φ and q∆ ⊂ qΦ are the sets of simple roots and simple coroots determined
by our choice of Borel subgroup B0. For each α ∈ ∆ we denote by mα ∈ N the natural numbers such
that α0 = −∑α∈∆ mαα ∈ Φ is the unique lowest root of Φ, (this exists as G is simple). We will denote
by ∆̃ = ∆ ∪ {α0} the set of extended simple roots and by S0 = {sα | α ∈ ∆̃} the corresponding set of
reflections. Assume ∆̃? is defined with respect to ∆? ⊂ Φ? in the same way as ∆̃ is defined with respect
to ∆. Then similarly we denote by T0 = {tα | α ∈ ∆̃?} the corresponding set of reflections in W?.

Denote by RX the R-vector space R⊗Z X and by R qX the R-vector space R⊗Z
qX. These spaces have a

canonical perfect pairing which we denote by 〈−,−〉 : RX×R qX → R. We denote by Ω = {vα | α ∈ ∆} ⊂
RX, (resp. qΩ = { qvα | α ∈ ∆} ⊂ R qX), the basis dual to q∆, (resp. ∆) and define the fundamental group of
the root system to be the quotient group Π = ZΩ/ZΦ, (similarly qΠ = Z qΩ/Z qΦ is the dual fundamental
group). We will assume that the extended set of roots ∆̃ is indexed as {α0, α1, . . . , αn}, where n is the
semisimple rank of G, with the explicit labelling taken as in [Bou02, Plate I - IX]. For each 1 6 i 6 n we
denote respectively sαi , tαi vαi , qvαi and mαi simply by si, ti, vi, qvi and mi. Following the conventions of
Bonnafé we let qvα0 = 0 and mα0 = 1, (see [Bon05, §3.B]), we also denote sα0 ∈ S0, (resp. tα0 ∈ T0), simply
by s0, (resp. t0).

3.3. To G and G? we fix simply connected covers δsc : Gsc → G and δ?sc : G?
ad → G? and adjoint

quotients δad : G → Gad and δ?ad : G? → G?
sc, (note that G?

ad and G?
sc should be interpreted as (Gad)

?

and (Gsc)? respectively). The kernels of these covers are simply the centres of the appropriate groups. If
G is not of type B or C then we will have G?

ad and Gsc, (resp. G?
sc and Gad), are isomorphic as they are

simply connected, (resp. adjoint), groups of the same type. Therefore we may and will take G?
ad = Gsc

and G?
sc = Gad in this case. We will assume that the isogenies δsc, δ?sc, δad and δ?ad are chosen such that

the compositions satisfy δad ◦ δsc = δ?ad ◦ δ?sc. Note that such isogenies always exist as a consequence
of the isogeny theorem for algebraic groups, (see for instance the remarks in [Tay12, §1.2]). By [MT11,
Proposition 22.7] there exist Frobenius endomorphisms of Gsc and Gad, which we again denote by F, such
that δsc and δad are defined over Fq. Similarly we will denote by F? a Frobenius endomorphism of both
G?

sc and G?
ad such that δ?sc and δ?ad are also defined over Fq.

3.4. Let us fix a maximal torus and Borel subgroup Tsc 6 Bsc 6 Gsc then we may assume that T0 6 B0

are the images of Tsc 6 Bsc under the isogeny δsc. Furthermore we may define a maximal torus and
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Borel subgroup Tad 6 Bad 6 Gad by letting these be the images of Tsc 6 Bsc under the isogeny δad ◦ δsc.
Similarly we fix a maximal torus and Borel subgroup T?

ad 6 B?
ad 6 G?

ad and we assume T?
0 6 B?

0 are the
images of T?

ad 6 B?
ad under the isogeny δ?sc. As before we define a maximal torus and Borel subgroup

T?
sc 6 B?

sc 6 G?
sc to be the images of T?

ad 6 B?
ad under δ?ad ◦ δ?sc, (note once again that T?

ad and T?
sc should

be interpreted as (Tad)
? and (Tsc)? respectively – similarly for the Borel subgroups). If G is not of type B

or C then we will assume Tsc = T?
ad and Bsc = B?

ad. We now assume that the duality isomorphisms ϕad,
ϕ and ϕsc are chosen such that the following diagram is commutative.

X(Tad) X(T0) X(Tsc)

qX(T?
ad)

qX(T?
0)

qX(T?
sc)

ϕad ϕ ϕsc

Here the horizontal maps are those induced by our chosen isogenies.
The above maps give us bijections between the sets of roots and coroots so we will denote by Φ, qΦ

the common set of roots and coroots of Gad, G and Gsc; also we write Φ?, qΦ? for the common set of
roots and coroots of G?

sc, G? and G?
ad. If G is not of type B or C then we will have X(Tad) = X(T?

sc) and
qX(Tad) = qX(T?

sc), which means we also have Φ = Φ? and qΦ = qΦ?. The Coxeter systems of Gad and Gsc

will be identified with (W, S) through the above isogenies. Similarly we will identify the Coxeter systems
of G?

sc and G?
ad with (W?, T) through the above isogenies.

4. Classes and Characters

4.1. We set out here the labelling conventions that will be maintained throughout. Assume H is
a connected reductive algebraic group whose derived subgroup H′ is simple. Assume that H′ is of
classical type then the elements of ClU(H) will be described in terms of partitions as in [Car93, §13.1].
Specifically the partition of O ∈ ClU(H) is given by the elementary divisors of u ∈ O in a natural matrix
representation of H. If H′ is of exceptional type then the elements of ClU(H) are described using the
Bala–Carter labelling, which is also described in [Car93, §13.1]. For the parameterisation of the characters
of Weyl groups, (except for the case of G2), and unipotent characters we will follow the parameterisation
defined in [Lus84a, Chapter 4]. In particular if W is a Weyl group of type Bn, (resp. Dn), then Irr(W) will
be parameterised in terms of symbols of rank n and defect 1, (resp. defect 0). However, for notational
convenience, we will denote the two-row symbol

[
A
B

]
by [A; B]. In the case of Weyl groups of type G2 we

will follow the labelling given in [Car93, §13.2].
It is clear from Theorem 2.11 that we will also need to know part of the Springer correspondence. The

image of the springer correspondence contains the subset {(O, Q`) | O ∈ ClU(H)} of NH and it is this
part of the map that will interest us. If H′ is of classical type then this part of the Springer correspondence
is described combinatorially in [GM00, §2]. If H′ is of exceptional type then the Springer correspondence
is given by the tables in [Car93, §13.3]. We will denote by ρ(O) ∈ Irr(W) the character corresponding to
the pair (O, Q`) under the Springer correspondence.

In type Dn all of the labelling sets considered above have some ambiguity with regard to degenerate
elements. Here we say a unipotent class O ∈ ClU(G) is degenerate if it is parameterised by a partition
λ ` 2n all of whose entries are even. We say a character of W is degenerate if its corresponding symbol is
degenerate, (in the sense of [Lus84a, §4.6]). We will use a ± notation to distinguish between all degenerate
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elements, note that in [Lus84a, Chapter 4] Lusztig uses the notation s′/s′′. We will make this concrete
below by describing explicitly the Springer correspondence in this case.

4.2. To prove Theorem 2.11 we will need to be able to discern the action of automorphisms on unipo-
tent characters. In this direction we have the following result which was already known to Lusztig in
[Lus88] but was formalised by Digne–Michel in [DM90, Proposition 6.6] and Malle in [Mal91, §1], (see
also [Mal07, Proposition 3.7]).

Lemma 4.3. Assume H is simple, F : H → H is a Frobenius endomorphism and γ is an automorphism of H
commuting with F. If γ induces the identity on W then every unipotent character of H is fixed under composition
with γ. Assume H is of type An, Dn or E6 and γ acts on the corresponding Coxeter system (W′, S′) as a non-trivial
graph automorphism. Then every unipotent character is fixed under composition with γ except in the following
cases:

• H is of type D2n, γ has order 2 and the character is parameterised by a degenerate symbol.

• H is of type D4, γ has order 3 and the character is parameterised by one of the symbols

[2; 2]± [12; 12]± [01; 14] [012; 124]. (4.4)

Remark 4.5. Recall that we will be interested in the action of AG?(s) by conjugation on the unipotent
characters of CG?(s)◦ for some semisimple element s ∈ T?

0 . Note that each such automorphism is of the
form stated in Lemma 4.3.

5. Explicit Descriptions for Half-Spin Groups

When dealing with the simple algebraic groups of type Dn, with n > 4, we must be quite careful. In this
section we assume G is such a group. Note that the notational conventions we develop in this section for
such groups shall be maintained throughout.

Describing Half-Spin Groups

5.1. We start by considering precisely the structure of the fundamental group Π = ZΩ/ZΦ. From
[Bou02, Plate IV(VIII)] we have the fundamental group is given by Π = {ZΦ, v1 + ZΦ, vn−1 + ZΦ, vn +

ZΦ}, which is isomorphic to C2 × C2 if n ≡ 0 (mod 2) and C4 if n ≡ 1 (mod 2), (here Cm is a cyclic
group of order m). Recall that as G is semisimple we have the isomorphism type of G is determined by
the image of X in the fundamental group. If the image of X is the subgroup generated by v1 + ZΦ then
G is a special orthogonal group SO2n(K). If n ≡ 0 (mod 2) then there are two other non-trivial cases,
namely if the image of X is the subgroup generated by vn−1 +ZΦ or vn +ZΦ then G is a half-spin group
HSpin2n(K), (see for instance [Car81, §7]). The problem arises here in the choice over the root datum of
a half-spin group. Note these groups are isomorphic because there exists an isomorphism of their root
data which exchanges the weights vn−1 and vn. We will now fix a choice of half-spin group but it will be
clear, because of this isomorphism, that the results we prove do not depend upon this choice.

If G is a half-spin group then we assume the image of X in the fundamental group Π is
〈vn + ZΦ〉.
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5.2. Let us assume now that G is a half-spin group and fix a basis {χ1, . . . , χn} of RX such that
χ1 = vn and χi = αi for 2 6 i 6 n. We write A for the change of basis matrix of RX sending the simple
roots ∆ to {χ1, . . . , χn}. This matrix has the form

A =


a1 a2 · · · an

0
... In−1

0

 ,

where (a1, . . . , an) = ( 1
2 , 1, 3

2 , 2, . . . , (n−2)
2 , (n−2)

4 , n
4 ) and In−1 is the (n− 1)× (n− 1) identity matrix. To our

chosen basis {χ1, . . . , χn} of RX we have a dual basis {γ1, . . . , γn} of R qX. Let B be the change of basis
matrix of R qX sending the simple coroots q∆ to {γ1, . . . , γn}. The matrices A and B satisfy the condition
ACBT = In where C = (〈αi, qαj〉)16i,j6n is the Cartan matrix and In is the n× n identity matrix.

Let us now consider the root datum of the associated dual group G?. If X has image 〈vn + ZΦ〉 in
Π then for X to be isomorphic to qX?, (and for such an isomorphism to preserve the pairing 〈−,−〉), we
must have qX? has image 〈 qvn + Z qΦ〉 in qΠ. From this we can easily calculate the image of qX in qΠ as
follows. Recall that the matrix B expresses the decomposition of the basis of R qX in terms of the simple
coroots. The Cartan matrix expresses the decomposition of the simple coroots in terms of the fundamental
dominant coweights hence BC = A−T gives the decomposition of {γ1, . . . , γn} in terms of { qv1, . . . , qvn}.
We easily determine that this matrix has the form

A−T =


a′1 0 · · · 0
a′2
... In−1

a′n

 ,

where (a′1, . . . , a′n) = (2,−2,−3, . . . ,−(n− 2),− (n−2)
2 ,− n

2 ).
From this we see that the image of qX in qΠ is determined by the image of γn in qΠ, i.e. the element

n
2

qv1 + qvn +Z qΦ. Therefore we have the image of qX in qΠ is 〈 qvn +Z qΦ〉 if n ≡ 0 (mod 4) and 〈 qvn−1 +Z qΦ〉
if n ≡ 2 (mod 4). In particular, using the dual isomorphism qX → X?, we must have the image of X? in
Π is 〈vn + ZΦ〉 if n ≡ 0 (mod 4) and 〈vn−1 + ZΦ〉 if n ≡ 2 (mod 4). As a consequence we see that
the dual group of a half-spin group is again isomorphic to a half-spin group but its root datum depends
upon n. It will be useful for us to also describe Ker(δ?sc) but to do this we need the following lemma.

Lemma 5.3 (see [Bon06, Proposition 4.1]). Let G be a connected semisimple algebraic group. There exists a
canonical surjective homomorphism Q⊗Z

qX(T0)→ T0 which induces an isomorphism (Z qΩ/ qX)p′ → Z(G).

Note that the above isomorphism depends upon the choice of ı. Taking the above lemma in the case
where G is simply connected of type Dn this says we have a natural isomorphism qΠ ∼−→ Z(G), (recall we
assume p 6= 2). We now make the following convention regardless of the congruence of n (mod 2).

Assume G is a simply connected group of type Dn then we denote the centre of G
by Z(G) = {1, ẑ1, ẑn−1, ẑn}. We fix the notation such that qvn−1 + Z qΦ 7→ ẑn−1 and
qvn + Z qΦ 7→ ẑn under the isomorphism specified by Lemma 5.3.
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Under this convention whenever G is a half-spin group we will have Ker(δ?sc) = 〈ẑn〉, however Ker(δsc)

will be 〈ẑn〉 if n ≡ 0 (mod 4) and 〈ẑn−1〉 if n ≡ 2 (mod 4). Furthermore whenever G is a special
orthogonal group we will have Ker(δ?sc) = Ker(δsc) = 〈ẑ1〉.

The Springer Correspondence

5.4. In this section we wish to remove the ambiguity over the labelling of elements in ClU(G) and
Irr(W) and in particular express concretely the Springer correspondence for degenerate elements. Re-
call that for this situation to occur we must necessarily have n ≡ 0 (mod 2). To clarify the Springer
correspondence we will use the argument given in [Car93, §13.3].

Let λ ` 2n be a degenerate partition then we can express λ as (2η1, 2η1, . . . , 2ηs, 2ηs), where s, ηi ∈ N.
We denote by η the sequence (η1, . . . , ηs) then η is a partition of n/2. If ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξr) ` n/2 is a partition
of n/2 then there are two G-conjugacy classes of Levi subgroups with semisimple type A2ξ1−1 · · ·A2ξr−1.
Two class representatives can be given by standard Levi subgroups and the two possibilities depend on
whether the root αn or αn−1 is contained in the root system of the standard Levi. We will denote by
L+

ξ the Levi subgroup whose root system contains αn−1 and L−ξ the Levi subgroup whose root system
contains αn. By the Bala–Carter theorem, (see [Car93, Theorem 5.9.5]), if O ∈ ClU(G) is a unipotent class
parameterised by the degenerate partition λ then either O∩ L+

η contains the regular unipotent class of L+
η

or O ∩ L−η contains the regular unipotent class of L−η .
We now turn to the irreducible characters of W. Assume [Λ]± ∈ Irr(W) are the two irreducible

characters parameterised by the degenerate symbol [Λ]. Adopting the notation above we denote the Weyl
groups of the standard Levi subgroups L±ξ by W(A±ξ ). By [GP00, Theorem 5.4.5] and [GP00, Proposition
5.6.3] there is a unique partition ξ ` n/2 such that {[Λ]+, [Λ]−} = {jW

W(A+
ξ∗ )
(sgn), jW

W(A−
ξ∗ )
(sgn)} where

sgn ∈ Irr(W(A±ξ∗)) denotes the sign character and ξ∗ denotes the dual partition. With this we now
distinguish the degenerate objects in the following way.

We assume the ± convention to be chosen such that [Λ]± = jW
W(A±

ξ∗ )
(sgn) for some

(unique) partition ξ ` n/2. Furthermore O±λ ∈ ClU(G) is the (unique) unipotent class
such that O±λ ∩ L±η contains the regular unipotent class of L±η , with η as above.

5.5. We now come to an interesting dichotomy, (which is the duality discussed by Spaltenstein in
[Spa82, Chapitre III]). The way we have identified the two degenerate unipotent classes will allow us to
compute the order of the component groups of their centraliser, however it will not allow us to compute
the Springer correspondence. For this we must identify these classes as Richardson classes associated to
their canonical parabolic subgroup. Let us denote by η∗ the partition of n/2 dual to η then we have the
following result.

Proposition 5.6 (see [Spa82, Proposition II.7.6]). The unipotent classesO±λ are Richardson classes for parabolic
subgroups with Levi complement L±η∗ if n ≡ 0 (mod 4) and L∓η∗ if n ≡ 2 (mod 4). Furthermore, let us denote by
(n±αn−1

, n±αn
) the weights of the weighted Dynkin diagram of O±λ associated to the nodes αn−1 and αn. Then we have

(n+
αn−1

, n+
αn
) = (a, b) and (n−αn−1

, n−αn
) = (b, a) where b = 2− a and

a =

0 if n ≡ 0 (mod 4),

2 if n ≡ 2 (mod 4).
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Remark 5.7. The statement concerning the weighted Dynkin diagram follows from [Spa82, Proposition
II.7.6] because the classes are even so they are Richardson classes for their canonical parabolic subgroups,
(see [Hum95, §7.9 - Proposition]).

5.8. Assume L is a Levi subgroup of G contained in a parabolic subgroup P with unipotent radical
UP. In [LS79] Lusztig and Spaltenstein have defined an induction map IndG

L taking a unipotent conjugacy
class of L to a unipotent conjugacy class of G, which is defined in the following way. If O is a unipotent
class of L then IndG

L (O) is the unique unipotent conjugacy class of G such that IndG
L (O) ∩OUP is dense

in OUP. They show that this does not depend on the choice of P and depends only on the pair (L,O) up
to G conjugacy. Hence we may assume that L is a standard Levi subgroup of G. Note that the statements
in [LS79] have some restrictions but these were removed in [Lus84b].

Proposition 5.9 (Lusztig and Spaltenstein, [LS79, Theorem 3.5]). Assume O is a unipotent conjugacy class
of a Levi subgroup L of G containing T0. Write ρ(O) ∈ Irr(W(L)) for the character corresponding to (O, Q`)

under the Springer correspondence of L. Let Õ = IndG
L (O) be the induced class and write ρ(Õ) ∈ Irr(W) for the

character corresponding to (Õ, Q`) under the Springer correspondence of G then ρ(Õ) = jW
W(L)(ρ(O)).

5.10. Using Proposition 5.6 and [LS79, Proposition 1.9(b)] we have O±λ is IndG
L±

η∗
(O0) if n ≡ 0 (mod 4)

and IndG
L∓

η∗
(O0) if n ≡ 2 (mod 4), where O0 denotes the trivial unipotent class. Note that there is a restric-

tion on [LS79, Proposition 19.(b)] that p is sufficiently large but this is only to ensure that unipotent classes
are parameterised by their weighted Dynkin diagrams, which is known to hold in good characteristic. The
Springer character of the trivial class is always the sign character, therefore we have

ρ(O±λ ) =


jW
W(A±

η∗ )
(sgn) if n ≡ 0 (mod 4),

jW
W(A∓

η∗ )
(sgn) if n ≡ 2 (mod 4).

(5.11)

This now concretely specifies the Springer correspondence in the degenerate case.

Component Groups in Half-Spin Groups

5.12. We now come to the determination of |AG(u±)| where u± ∈ O±λ are class representatives for
degenerate unipotent classes. From the description of the component groups given in [Lus84b, §14.3],
[Lus84b, §10.6] and [Car93, §13.1] we have |AG(u+)| = |AG(u−)| except when G is a half-spin group, in
which case we always have |AG(u+)| 6= |AG(u−)|. Assume G is a half-spin group then we claim that

|AG(u+)| =

2 if n ≡ 0 (mod 4),

1 if n ≡ 2 (mod 4),
|AG(u−)| =

1 if n ≡ 0 (mod 4),

2 if n ≡ 2 (mod 4),

Let us now verify this claim. Firstly let u±ad = δad(u±) be corresponding elements in the adjoint group
then we have |AGad(u

±
ad)| = 1, (see [Car93, §13.1]). In particular we must have AG(u±) = ZG(u±) hence

|AG(u±)| ∈ {1, 2} depending upon ZG(u±).
The intersection O±λ ∩ L±η contains the regular unipotent class of L±η therefore we may take u± ∈ O±λ

to be such that it is a regular unipotent element of L±η . We have a natural embedding CL±η (u
±) →

CG(u±), which induces an embedding AL±η (u
±) → AG(u±). As u± is a regular unipotent element we
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have AL±η (u
±) ∼= Z(L±η ) where Z(L±η ) denotes the component group Z(L±η )/Z(L±η )◦, (see for example

the proof of [DM91, Proposition 14.24]). Hence to determine whether |AG(u±)| = 2 or 1 it is enough to
determine when |Z(L±η )| = 2 or 1.

To do this calculation we will use a result of Digne–Lehrer–Michel. Recall that we have a natural
embedding Z(G)→ Z(L±η ), which induces a surjective map Z(G)→ Z(L±η ) by [Bon06, Proposition 4.2].
The kernel of this surjective map is given to us by the following result.

Proposition 5.13 (Digne–Lehrer–Michel, [Bon06, Proposition 4.5]). Let I ⊂ ∆ be a set of simple roots and
LI the standard Levi subgroup corresponding to I. The kernel of the map Z(G)→ Z(LI) is the image of 〈 qvα + qX |
α ∈ ∆ \ I〉 under the isomorphism (Z qΩ/ qX)p′

∼= Z(G) of Lemma 5.3.

5.14. Recall from Section 5 that the image of qX in qΠ depends upon the congruence of n (mod 4). We
treat the two cases separately.

• n ≡ 0 (mod 4) then qX = 〈 qvn + Z qΦ〉. By Proposition 5.13 we have the kernel of the map Z(G) →
Z(L±η ) is non-trivial whenever αn−1 is not in the root system of the Levi. If the kernel is non-trivial
then the order of Z(L±η ) is 1. Hence we have |Z(L+

η )| = 2 and |Z(L−η )| = 1.

• n ≡ 2 (mod 4) then qX = 〈 qvn−1 + Z qΦ〉. By Proposition 5.13 we have the kernel of the map Z(G)→
Z(L±η ) is non-trivial whenever αn is not in the root system of the Levi. If the kernel is non-trivial
then the order of Z(L±η ) is 1. Hence we have |Z(L+

η )| = 1 and |Z(L−η )| = 2.

This now verifies the statements regarding the component group orders.

6. Quasi-Isolated Semisimple Elements

The results we prove in this section will be stated in terms of G, for notational convenience, but they will
be applied to the dual group. The exception to this will be in 6.7 to 6.13 and 6.19 where we prove results
concerning the relationship between G and G?.

Bonnafé’s Classification

6.1. We start by describing Bonnafé’s classification of quasi-isolated semisimple elements, (see [Bon05]).
Assume T 6 G is a maximal torus and recall that we have an isomorphism K× ⊗Z

qX(T) → T given by
k ⊗ γ 7→ γ(k). Using the isomorphism ı : (Q/Z)p′ → K× we obtain an isomorphism ıT : (Q/Z)p′ ⊗Z

qX(T) → T given by ıT(r ⊗ γ) = γ(ı(r)). We have an action of F on (Q/Z)p′ ⊗Z
qX(T) given by

F(r⊗ γ) = r⊗ F(γ) which is compatible with the action of F on T.
As Gad is adjoint the cocharacter group qX(Tad) can be identified with the coweight lattice, which

means we can naturally consider all fundamental dominant coweights qvα ∈ qΩ to be elements of qX(Tad).
Let A := AutW(∆̃) = {x ∈ W | x(∆̃) = ∆̃} 6 W be the automorphism group of the extended Dynkin
diagram in W and let Q(Gad) denote the set of subsets Σ ⊂ ∆̃ such that the stabiliser of Σ in A acts
transitively on Σ. We then have the following theorem of Bonnafé, (recall that we assume here that p is a
good prime for G).

Theorem 6.2 (Bonnafé, [Bon05, Theorem 5.1]). Let Σ ∈ Q(Gad) and define an element tΣ ∈ Tad by setting

tΣ = ıTad

(
∑
α∈Σ

1
mα|Σ|

⊗ qvα

)
,
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Gad Σ mα|Σ| CGad(tΣ)
◦ |AGad(tΣ)| Isolated?

An {αj(n+1)/d | 0 6 j 6 d− 1}
d|n+1 and p-d

d (A(n+1−d)/d)
d d d = 1

Bn

{α0} 1 Bn 1 yes
{α0, α1} 2 Bn−1 2 no
{αd}, d ∈ [2, n] 2 DdBn−d 2 yes

Cn

{α0} 1 Cn 1 yes
{αd}, d ∈ [1, n− 1] \ {n/2} 2 CdCn−d 1 yes
{αn/2}, (only if 2 | n) 2 Cn/2Cn/2 2 yes
{α0, αn} 2 An−1 2 no
{αd, αn−d}, 1 6 d < n/2 4 CdAn−2d−1Cd 2 no

Dn

{α0} 1 Dn 1 yes
{αd}, d ∈ [2, n− 2] \ {n/2} 2 DdDn−d 2 yes
{αn/2} (only if 2 | n) 2 Dn/2Dn/2 4 yes
{αd, αn−d}, d ∈ [2, n− 2] \ {n/2} 4 DdAn−2d−1Dd 4 no
{α0, α1, αn−1, αn} 4 An−3 4 no
{α0, α1} 2 Dn−1 2 no
{α0, αn−1}, (only if 2 | n) 2 An−1 2 no
{α0, αn}, (only if 2 | n) 2 An−1 2 no

Table 6.1: Classes of Quasi-Isolated Semisimple Elements in Classical Groups

where qvα ∈ qΩ, (and mα is as in 3.2). The following then hold:

• the map Σ 7→ tΣ induces a bijection between the set of orbits of A acting on Q(Gad) and the set of conjugacy
classes of quasi-isolated semisimple elements in Gad.

• for any Σ ∈ Q(Gad) we have:

– W(tΣ)
◦ = 〈sα ∈ S0 | α ∈ ∆̃− Σ〉;

– AGad(tΣ) = {xW(tΣ)
◦ | x ∈ A and x(Σ) = Σ}.

Remark 6.3. In the statement of the above theorem we have identified AG(s) and W(s)/W(s)◦ under the
usual natural isomorphism between these two groups, (see for instance [Bon05, Proposition 1.3(d)]). We
will maintain this identification throughout.

6.4. An important aspect of Bonnafé’s theorem is that he determines the structure of AG(tΣ), which
is important to us in verifying the validity of Property (P2). In Tables 6.1 and 6.2 we reproduce Bonnafé’s
classification of quasi-isolated semisimple elements in classical and exceptional adjoint algebraic groups,
as found in [Bon05, Tables 2 and 3]. In the case of G2, F4 and E8 the notion of isolated and quasi-isolated
semisimple elements coincide as the adjoint and simply connected groups coincide. Note that in the
original table of Bonnafé the class representative for the class corresponding to {αn/2} in Dn is denoted
as having mα|Σ| = 4. However it is clear that this element has mα|Σ| = 2 as it is isolated, (see [Bon05,
Proposition 5.5]).
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Gad Σ CGad(tΣ)
◦ |AG(tΣ)| Isolated?

G2

{α0} G2 1 yes
{α1} A1A1 1 yes
{α2} A2 1 yes

F4

{α0} F4 1 yes
{α1} A1C3 1 yes
{α2} A2A2 1 yes
{α3} A3A1 1 yes
{α4} B4 1 yes

E6

{α0} E6 1 yes
{α2} A5A1 1 yes
{α4} A2A2A2 3 yes
{α0, α1, α6} D4 3 no
{α2, α3, α5} A1A1A1A1 3 no

E7

{α0} E7 1 yes
{α1} A1D6 1 yes
{α2} A7 2 yes
{α3} A2A5 1 yes
{α4} A3A3A1 2 yes
{α0, α7} E6 2 no
{α1, α6} D4A1A1 2 no
{α3, α5} A2A2A2 2 no

E8

{α0} E8 1 yes
{α1} D8 1 yes
{α2} A8 1 yes
{α3} A1A7 1 yes
{α4} A2A1A5 1 yes
{α5} A4A4 1 yes
{α6} D5A3 1 yes
{α7} E6A2 1 yes
{α8} E7A1 1 yes

Table 6.2: Classes of Quasi-Isolated Semisimple Elements in Exceptional Groups

The Group A

6.5. We will need to know explicitly the exact structure and actions of the group AG(tΣ). To do this
we will need to describe explicitly the group A. If G is not of type Dn then A is cyclic and is described
in [Bou02, Plates I-IX(XII)]. To fix the notation in the case of type Dn we recall the description of A from
[Bou02, Plate IV(XII)]. We denote the elements of A by the set {1, σ1, σn−1, σn}. If n ≡ 0 (mod 2) then the
element σn−1 acts by exchanging the elements in the sets {α0, αn−1}, {α1, αn}, {αj, αn−j} for each 2 6 j 6
n− 2. The element σn acts by exchanging αj with αn−j for all 0 6 j 6 n. Furthermore A is generated by
σn−1 and σn. If n ≡ 1 (mod 2) then the element σn acts by mapping α0 7→ αn 7→ α1 7→ αn−1 7→ α0 and
exchanges αj with αn−j for 2 6 j 6 n− 2. Furthermore A is generated by σn. The element σ1 always acts
by exchanging the elements in the sets {α0, α1}, {αn−1, αn} and fixes αj for all 2 6 j 6 n− 2.

6.6. Recall from [Bon05, 3.7] that we have an isomorphism A → qΠ. If G is simply connected and
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qΠp′ = qΠ, (i.e. p is a very good prime for G), then by Lemma 5.3 we also have an isomorphism qΠ→ Z(G).
By composing these isomorphisms we have an isomorphism A → Z(G). We wish to describe this
isomorphism in the case where G is of type D. We describe the isomorphism A → qΠ following [Bon05,
§3.B]. Let αj ∈ ∆̃ be a root for some j then we denote by ∆j the set ∆ \ {αj}. We write Φj ⊆ Φ for
the parabolic subsystem generated by the set ∆j and Wj = 〈sα | α ∈ ∆j〉 the corresponding parabolic
subgroup of W. Let Φ+

j = Φj ∩Φ+ be a system of positive roots for Φj then we denote by wj ∈ Wj the
unique element such that wj(Φ+

j ) = −Φ+
j , (i.e. the longest word in Wj). Define xj = wjw0 ∈ W then

A = {xj | mαj = 1} by [Bon05, §3.5]. The isomorphism A → qΠ is then given by xj 7→ qvj + Z qΦ.
We consider what this means for a simply connected group of type Dn. In this case we have A =

{x0, x1, xn−1, xn}, (see [Bon05, Table 1]). It is clear from the description that x0 is the identity. If j is n− 1
or n then it is easy to determine the action of xj because the longest word in Wj will induce the unique
non-trivial graph automorphism on the root system ∆j of type An−1. Furthermore the longest element
w0 ∈ W will induce no graph automorphism if n is even and the unique graph automorphism of order
2 if n is odd. Comparing with Section 5 we see that we have chosen the labelling such that σj 7→ ẑj, (for
j ∈ {1, n− 1, n}), under the isomorphism A → Z(G).

Component Groups of Semisimple Elements

6.7. In this section we will be interested in |AG?(s)| where s ∈ T?
0 is a semisimple element such that

s̄ = δ?ad(s) ∈ T?
sc is quasi-isolated. An expression for this is already obtained by Bonnafé in [Bon05,

Proposition 3.14(b)], however we wish to determine a slightly different description which will make
numerical comparisons between component groups of unipotent elements in G simpler. If G? is simply
connected then we know that the centraliser of every semisimple element is connected, (by the classical
work of Steinberg), so this value will always be 1. It suffices therefore to only consider simple groups
which are neither simply connected nor adjoint, (as the adjoint case is dealt with in Tables 6.1 and 6.2).
These groups can only occur in types An and Dn so we may assume that G is such a simple group.

Let ŝ ∈ T?
ad be such that δ?sc(ŝ) = s ∈ T?

0 . Following Bonnafé [Bon05, §2.B] we define two homomor-
phisms ωs̄ : CG?

sc
(s̄) → Z(G?

ad) and ωs : CG?(s) → Z(G?
ad) by setting ωs̄(x̄) = [ŝ, x̂] and ωs(y) = [ŝ, ŷ],

where x̂, ŷ are such that (δ?ad ◦ δ?sc)(x̂) = x̄ and δ?sc(ŷ) = y. We recall the following result of Bonnafé.

Lemma 6.8 (Bonnafé, [Bon05, Corollary 2.8]). The homomorphisms ωs̄, ωs induce embeddings ω̃s̄ : AG?
sc
(s̄)→

Z(G?
ad) and ω̃s : AG?(s)→ Z(G?

ad). Their respective images are given by

Im(ω̃s̄) = {ẑ ∈ Z(G?
ad) | ŝ and ŝẑ are conjugate in G?

ad},
Im(ω̃s) = {ẑ ∈ Ker(δ?sc) | ŝ and ŝẑ are conjugate in G?

ad}.

It is easily checked that we have ωs̄ ◦ F?
s̄ = F? ◦ ωs̄ and ωs ◦ F?

s = F? ◦ ωs. From this lemma we see that
AG?

sc
(s̄) ∼= Im(ω̃s̄) and AG?(s) ∼= Im(ω̃s) so to determine |AG?(s)| we need only determine | Im(ω̃s̄) ∩

Ker(δ?sc)|.
In later sections we will want to compare |AG?(s)| with |AG(u)| for some unipotent element u ∈ G.

We now take the time to prove some small results which will facilitate this.

Lemma 6.9. The groups Ker(δsc) and Irr(Z(G?)) are isomorphic and this isomorphism is defined over Fq.
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Proof. The restriction of the isogeny δsc to the maximal tori Tsc → T0 gives rise to an injective homomor-
phism qX(Tsc) → qX(T0). By [Bon06, Proposition 1.11] this induces an isomorphism ( qX(T0)/ qX(Tsc))p′

∼=
Ker(δsc), where we identify qX(Tsc) with its image in qX(T0). Using duality this gives rise to an isomor-
phism

(X(T?
0)/X(T?

sc))p′
∼= ( qX(T0)/ qX(Tsc))p′

∼= Ker(δsc).

Recall that X(T?
sc) can be identified with ZΦ? so by [Bon06, Proposition 4.1] we have a natural isomor-

phism X(Z(G)) ∼= (X(T?
0)/X(T?

sc))p′ . The morphism X(Z(G?)) → Irr(Z(G?)), given by χ 7→ κ ◦ χ is
an isomorphism of finite abelian groups. Finally, checking the statements in [Bon06], we can see that all
morphisms are defined over Fq. �

Corollary 6.10. We have |Ker(δsc)F| = |Z(G?)F? |.

Proof. From Lemma 6.9 we see that Ker(δsc)F ∼= Irr(Z(G?))F?
because the isomorphism is defined over Fq.

The group Irr(Z(G?))F?
is canonically isomorphic to the group Irr(H1(F?, Z(G?))), (here H1(F?, Z(G?))

is defined as in [Bon06, §1.B]), because χ is an element of Irr(Z(G?))F?
if and only if χ(F?(z)) = χ(z) for

all z ∈ Z(G?). On the other hand this is true if and only if χ(z−1F?(z)) = χ(1) for all z ∈ Z(G?), which
means Ker(χ) = (F? − 1)Z(G?). Using, for instance [Bon05, Exemple 1.1], we see that

|Ker(δsc)
F| = | Irr(Z(G?))F? | = |H1(F?, Z(G?))| = |Z(G?)F? |.

To obtain the second equality we have used the fact that H1(F?, Z(G?)) has the same order as its character
group because it is a finite abelian group. �

We finally end this discussion on component groups with a particularly useful observation relating
fixed point groups.

Lemma 6.11. Assume G has a cyclic centre and A 6 Ker(δ?sc) and Z 6 Z(G) are subgroups of common order
d = |A| = |Z| then |AF? | = |ZF|.

Proof. By Lemma 6.9 we have |Ker(δ?sc)| = |Z(G)| = N, hence these groups are isomorphic to a cyclic
group of order N. We may assume that 1 6 n, m 6 N are such that F?(x) = xn and F(y) = ym,
where Ker(δ?sc) = 〈x〉 and Z(G) = 〈y〉. Taking λ = N/d it is easily seen that |AF? | = λ · gcd(n− 1, d)
and |ZF| = λ · gcd(m − 1, d). To show that these groups have the same order it is enough to show
that gcd(n− 1, d) = gcd(m− 1, d). However, because gcd(n− 1, d) = gcd(n− 1, d, N) = gcd(n− 1, N),
(similarly for gcd(m− 1, d)), it is sufficient to show that gcd(n− 1, N) = gcd(m− 1, N) but this is just a
restatement of Corollary 6.10. �

Groups of Type An

6.12. If G is a group of type An then Z(G?
ad) is a cyclic group so this simplifies trying to understand

|AG?(s)|. We know |AG?
sc
(s̄)| = | Im(ω̃s̄)| in particular, as Ker(δ?sc) is cyclic, we know z ∈ Im(ω̃s̄)∩Ker(δ?sc)

if and only if the order of z divides | Im(ω̃s̄)| and |Ker(δ?sc)|. Hence it is easy to see that we have

|AG?(s)| = gcd(|AG?
sc
(s̄)|, |Ker(δ?sc)|).
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Assume u ∈ G is a unipotent element and usc is the unique unipotent element in δ−1
sc (u). Using the

natural exact sequence Ker(δsc)→ AGsc(usc)→ AG(u)→ 1 we have

|AG(u)| = |AGsc(usc)|/ gcd(|Ker(δsc)|, |AGsc(usc)|).

Let d := |AG(u)|, which is a divisor of |AGsc(usc)|. By the description of |AGsc(usc)| given in [Lus84b,
§10.3] we have d is a divisor of n+ 1 and p - d. Therefore there exists a semisimple element s ∈ T?

0 such that
s̄ = δ?ad(s) is quasi-isolated and |AG?

sc
(s̄)| = d. As AG(u) = ZG(u) we have d divides |Z(G)| = |Ker(δ?sc)|

so |AG?(s)| = d. What we have shown here is that for each unipotent conjugacy class O of G there exists
a semisimple element s ∈ T?

0 such that |AG(u)| = |AG?(s)|.

Groups of Type Dn

6.13. If G is a simple group of type Dn, which is neither simply connected nor adjoint, such that n ≡ 1
(mod 2) then G must be a special orthogonal group. The kernel Ker(δ?sc) will be the unique subgroup of
order 2 in Z(Gsc) so

|AG?(s)| =

1 if |AGad(s̄)| = 1,

2 if |AGad(s̄)| > 2.

If n ≡ 0 (mod 2) then G is either isomorphic to a special orthogonal group or a half-spin group. It
is clear that if |AGad(s̄)| = 1 or 4 then we will respectively have |AG?(s)| = 1 or 2. The problem now
arises when |AGad(s̄)| = 2. Assume s̄ is a quasi-isolated semisimple element with this property then in
Table 6.3 we describe the orders of |AG?(s)| depending upon whether G is a special orthogonal group
or a half-spin group. To determine the information in Table 6.3 one has to only check which element of
A stabilises Σ then see if the corresponding element of Z(Gsc) lies in Ker(δ?sc), (using the description in
6.6). Please Note: from the discussion in Section 5 we always have Ker(δ?sc) = 〈ẑn〉 when G is a half-spin
group, chosen as in Section 5. Hence the information in Table 6.3 holds regardless of the congruence of n
(mod 4).

Σ CG?
ad
(s̄)◦ SO2n(K) HSpin2n(K)

{αd}, 2 6 d < n/2 DdDn−d 2 1
{αn/2}, (only if 2 | n) Dn/2Dn/2 2 2
{α0, α1} Dn−1 2 1
{α0, αn−1} An−1 1 1
{α0, αn} An−1 1 2

Table 6.3: Component Group Orders in Groups of Type Dn

F-stability of Classes in Adjoint Groups

In the remainder of this section we wish to address two issues. Firstly we wish to show that, modulo
some exceptions, every class of quasi-isolated semisimple elements in a simple adjoint algebraic group is
F-stable. Secondly we wish to show that, if C is an F-stable class of quasi-isolated semisimple elements of
Gad then there exists an F-stable class of Gsc whose image under δad ◦ δsc is C.
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Proposition 6.14. Let Gad be a simple adjoint algebraic group of classical type and F a Frobenius endomorphism
written as Fr ◦ τ where τ is a graph automorphism of Gad. Given any set Σ ∈ Q(Gad) we have tΣ is conjugate to
F(tΣ) unless:

• Gad is of type Dn, the graph automorphism τ is of order 2 and Σ is {α0, αn−1} or {α0, αn}.

• Gad is of type D4, the graph automorphism τ is of order 3 and Σ = {α0, α1}, {α0, α3} or {α0, α4}.

In particular, except for those mentioned above, the conjugacy class containing tΣ is F-stable.

Proof. Let CΣ be the class of quasi-isolated semisimple elements of Gad such that tΣ ∈ CΣ. Furthermore
let yΣ = ı−1

Tad
(tΣ) = ∑α∈Σ 1/mα|Σ| ⊗ qvα ∈ (Q/Z)p′ ⊗ qX(Tad) and recall that mα is constant on Σ. Using

the fact that the tensor product is taken over Z we have the action of F on yΣ is given by F(yΣ) =

∑α∈Σ r/mα|Σ| ⊗ qvτ(α). To show CΣ is F-stable we need only show that yΣ and F(yΣ) lie in the same
W-orbit.

• If Σ = {α0} then yΣ = 0, which is always F-stable.

• Let Gad be of type An and assume τ is trivial. In this instance it will be much more transparent to
work with a concrete realisation of Gad, namely PGLn+1(K). Let d be a divisor of n+ 1 and Σ the cor-
responding subset of the roots. Following Bonnafé we define a matrix Jd = diag(1, ηd, η2

d , . . . , ηd−1
d ) ∈

GLd(K), where ηd is a primitive dth root of unity in K. Let s̃Σ = In+1/d ⊗ Jd ∈ GLn+1(K) be the
Kronecker product of the matrices, where In+1/d ∈ GLn+1/d(K) is the identity matrix. Consid-
ering the standard quotient map π : GLn+1(K) → PGLn+1(K) we have sΣ = π(s̃Σ) is a repre-
sentative in PGLn+1(K) of the class parameterised by Σ. The action of the Frobenius is given by
F(s̃Σ) = In+1/d ⊗ diag(1, η

q
d, η

2q
d , . . . , η

q(d−1)
d ). As q and d are coprime we have η

q
d = ηi

d for some
1 6 i 6 d − 1 so the entries η

q
d, . . . , η

q(d−1)
d are just a permutation of ηd, . . . , ηd−1

d . There is clearly
an element of the Weyl group wd ∈ W such that F(s̃Σ) = s̃wd

Σ . If C̃Σ is the conjugacy class of
GLn+1(K) containing s̃Σ then π(C̃Σ) = CΣ and F(C̃Σ) = C̃Σ. As π is defined over Fq we have
π(F(C̃Σ)) = π(C̃Σ)⇒ F(π(C̃Σ)) = F(CΣ) = CΣ so CΣ is an F-stable class.

• Let Gad be of type An and assume τ is of order 2. The map τ acts on the simple roots by sending
αk 7→ αn+1−k for all 1 6 k 6 n. Furthermore it is such that τ(α0) = α0. The roots in Σ are all of
the form αj(n+1)/d for some 0 6 j 6 d− 1, where d is a divisor of n + 1 as in the previous case. If
j 6= 0 then we have τ(αj(n+1)/d) = α(d−j)(n+1)/d so it is clear that τ preserves the set Σ. Hence yΣ and
F(yΣ) are in the same W-orbit.

• Let Gad be of type Bn, Cn or Dn and assume τ is trivial. If mα|Σ| = 2 then F(yΣ) = yΣ because q is
odd hence q/2 = 1/2 ∈ Q/Z.

Assume mα|Σ| = 4 then Gad must be of type Cn or Dn. If q ≡ 1 (mod 4) then q/4 = 1/4 ∈ Q/Z and
F(yΣ) = yΣ. If q ≡ 3 (mod 4) then q/4 = 3/4 = −1/4 ∈ Q/Z so F(yΣ) = −yΣ. If Gad is of type
Cn or it is of type Dn and n ≡ 0 (mod 2) then the longest element w0 ∈ W acts on the coweights by
−1, (see [Bou02, Plates II - IV (XI)]), therefore F(yΣ) and yΣ are conjugate by w0. If Gad is of type Dn

and n ≡ 1 (mod 2) then the longest element w0 ∈ W acts on the coweights as −ε where ε is such
that ε( qvi) = qvi for all 1 6 i 6 n− 2 and ε exchanges qvn−1 and qvn, (see [Bou02, Plate IV (XI)]). All
subsets Σ considered here are stable under ε so F(yΣ) and yΣ are conjugate by w0.
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• Let Gad be of type Dn and assume τ is of order 2. It is clear that all subsets Σ are stable under τ,
except for Σ = {α0, αn} or {α0, αn−1}. As τ cannot be induced by an element of W we cannot have
F(tΣ) conjugate to tΣ in these two cases.

• Let Gad be of type D4 and assume τ is of order 3. The possible subsets Σ ⊂ ∆̃ are {α0}, {α2},
{α0, α1, α3, α4}, {α0, α1}, {α0, α3} and {α0, α4}. The first three sets are the only ones stable under τ.
As τ cannot be induced by an element of W we cannot have F(tΣ) conjugate to tΣ in these remaining
cases. �

If Gad is simple and of exceptional type then we can compute the F-stability of the semisimple classes
using the development version of CHEVIE maintained by Jean Michel at [Mic11]. This uses the imple-
mentation of semisimple elements in [Gec+96], which was done by Bonnafé and Michel as a part of their
computational proof of the Mackey formula, (see [BM11]). In [Tay12, Appendix D] we give the code for
a program which will verify the F-stability of any class of quasi-isolated semisimple elements. Using this
program we get the following proposition.

Proposition 6.15. Let Gad be a simple adjoint algebraic group of exceptional type then any class of quasi-isolated
semisimple elements in Gad is F-stable.

F-stability of Classes in Reductive Groups

6.16. Assume H is a connected reductive algebraic group with simple derived subgroup H′ and let
δad : H → Had be an adjoint quotient which is defined over Fq. We would like to positively answer the
following question: Given an F-stable class Cad of quasi-isolated semisimple elements in Had does there
exist an F-stable class C in H such that δad(C) = Cad?

Assume δ′ad : H′ → Had is an adjoint quotient of H′. If there exists an F-stable class C ′ of H′ such that
δ′ad(C ′) = Cad, then such a class would be a solution to our question. This is clear as H is an almost direct
product of H′ and Z(H). Let δ′sc : Hsc → H′ be a simply connected cover of H′ and assume that Csc is
an F-stable class of semisimple elements such that (δ′ad ◦ δ′sc)(Csc) = Cad then C ′ = δ′sc(Csc) is a class as
required. Following this we may assume without loss of generality that H is a simple simply connected
algebraic group.

Proposition 6.17. Assume G is simple and simply connected. Let Cad be an F-stable class of quasi-isolated
semisimple elements then there exists an F-stable class of semisimple elements C such that δad(C) = Cad.

Proof. We keep the notational conventions specified in the proof of Proposition 6.14.

• Assume Cad = {1} then clearly C = {1} satisfies our conditions.

• We will deal with many cases by using the following argument inspired by Lusztig and Bonnafé,
(see [Lus88, §8] and [Bon05, §2.B]). Let s ∈ CF

ad and choose ŝ ∈ G such that δad(ŝ) = s. If we can
show ŝ is conjugate to F(ŝ) then the class containing ŝ is F-stable and its image under δad is Cad.
Note that we have δad(F(ŝ)) = s so we must have F(ŝ) = ŝẑ for some ẑ ∈ Z(G). By Lemma 6.8 we
know AGad(s) is isomorphic to the group {ẑ ∈ Z(G) | ŝẑ is conjugate to ŝ in G}, hence whenever
|AGad(s)| = |Z(G)| we are done.
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• Let Gad be PGLn+1(K). Consider the matrix s̃Σ = I(n+1)/d ⊗ Jd ∈ GLn+1(K) specified in the proof
of Proposition 6.14; then we already know that this lies in an F-stable conjugacy class of GLn+1(K).
We have det(s̃Σ) = ±1 so it is clear that ŝΣ = det(s̃Σ)s̃Σ ∈ SLn+1(K), which is a simply connected
group of type An. Applying the Frobenius we see that F(ŝΣ) = det(s̃Σ)F(s̃Σ) but we know F(s̃Σ) and
s̃Σ are conjugate by an element of W so clearly F(ŝΣ) and ŝΣ are conjugate. Therefore we can take C
to be the conjugacy class containing ŝΣ.

To prove the remaining cases we will consider the following argument. Recall that we have qX(T0) ⊆
qX(Tad) and qX(T0) can be identified with the coroot lattice Z qΦ. Consider the element yΣ ∈ (Q/Z)p′ ⊗
qX(Tad) then we can express this as a sum of the simple coroots. We then have an element ŷΣ = ∑α∈∆ rα⊗qα

for some rα ∈ (Q/Z)p′ , which gives us a representative ıT0(ŷΣ) of the preimage δ−1
ad (ıTad(yΣ)). We now

argue that ŷΣ is conjugate to F(ŷΣ) so we can take C to be the class containing ŷΣ.

• Let Gad be of type Bn, Cn or Dn then we need only consider the case where mα|Σ| = 2. Using the
information in [Bou02, Plate II-IV(VI)] we see that rα is either 1, 1

2 , 1
4 or 3

4 for all α ∈ ∆. Furthermore
in the case of type Dn−1 we have rαn−1 = rαn if Σ 6= {α0, αn−1} or {α0, αn}. By the arguments used in
the proof of Proposition 6.14 it is then clear that ŷΣ and F(ŷΣ) are conjugate, (note that we also have
w0 acts as −1 in the case of type Bn).

• Let Gad be of type E6. We need only consider the case where Σ = {α2}. Using the information in
[Bou02, Plate V(VI)] we see

ŷ{α2} =
1
2
⊗ qα1 +

1
2
⊗ qα4 +

1
2
⊗ qα6.

This is clearly fixed by F.

• Let Gad be of type E7. We need only consider the cases where Σ = {α1} or {α3}. Using the
information in [Bou02, Plate VI(VI)] we see that

ŷ{α1} =
1
2
⊗ qα3 +

1
2
⊗ qα5 +

1
2
⊗ qα7,

ŷ{α3} =
1
3
⊗ qα2 +

2
3
⊗ qα4 +

1
3
⊗ qα6 +

2
3
⊗ qα7.

It is clear that the element ŷ{α1} is F-fixed and if q ≡ 1 (mod 3) then ŷ{α3} is F-fixed. If q ≡ 2 (mod 3)
then F(ŷ{α3}) = −ŷ{α3} but by [Bou02, Plates VI(XI)] we see that the longest element w0 ∈ W acts on
the coroots by −1. �

If G is of type Bn, Cn or Dn it will be useful to know that we can choose class representatives with a
specific action of F. In particular we record the following corollary for later, which follows immediately
from the proofs of Propositions 6.14 and 6.17.

Corollary 6.18. Assume G is simply connected of type Bn, Cn or Dn and Σ ∈ Q(Gad) is such that mα|Σ| = 2.
Then there exists an element s ∈ T0 such that δad(s) = tΣ and either F(s) = s or F(s) = sw0 , (where w0 ∈ W is
the longest element).

Remarks on Fixing Class Representatives

6.19. We assume that G is a simple algebraic group. We will now fix representatives, which we assume
chosen once and for all, for conjugacy classes surjecting onto quasi-isolated classes. Let Σ ∈ Q(G?

sc) be a
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set of roots and let tΣ ∈ T?
sc be its corresponding semisimple element. We assume that the class containing

tΣ is F?-stable. Let G̃′ be the derived subgroup of G̃? and denote by δ′sc : G?
ad → G̃′ and δ′ad : G̃′ → G?

sc a
simply connected cover and adjoint quotient of G̃′. By Proposition 6.17 we may fix a semisimple element
ssc ∈ T?

ad such that the conjugacy class of G?
ad containing ssc is F?-stable and (δ′ad ◦ δ′sc)(ssc) = tΣ, (this also

satisfies the conditions of Corollary 6.18). We then define the semisimple element s̃ ∈ G̃? to be the image
of δ′sc(ssc) under the natural embedding G̃′ → G̃?.

Note that the surjective morphism ι? : G̃? → G? restricts to an isogeny G̃′ → G? defined over Fq. We
define s ∈ T?

0 to be the image of s̃ under ι?. This element lies in an F?-stable conjugacy class of G? and
the image δ?ad(s) in G?

sc will be tΣ. By defining the representatives in this way we have s, s̃ and tΣ are all
conjugate to their image under the Frobenius by the same element of the Weyl group, (where here we
identify the Weyl groups through the appropriate morphisms). In particular we will be able to uniformly
describe the automorphism induced by the Frobenius endomorphism on the component groups of their
centralisers.

7. General Strategy for the Proof of Theorem 2.11

7.1. In the following sections we will carry out the case by case check giving the proof of Theorem 2.11.
In each section we will state results of Lusztig, (from [Lus09]), or Hézard, (from [Héz04]), which provide
for each O ∈ ClU(G)F the following information:

• a parahoric subgroup W′ 6W, (i.e. a subgroup conjugate to 〈I〉 for some I ⊆ S0),

• a special character χ ∈ Irr(W′) such that jW
W′(χ) = ρ(O) and fχ = |AG̃(u)|.

Here fχ is the value defined in [Lus09, 1.1] in terms of the generic degree polynomial of the generic
Hecke algebra representation corresponding to χ. Actually in [Héz04] Hézard phrases things in terms of
the order of a small finite group attached to the family containing χ but one easily relates this to fχ using
[Lus84a, 4.14.2]. Using the results from Section 6 we will show that there exists an element s̃ ∈ T̃?

0 such
that W?(s̃) is identified with W′ under the anti-isomorphism W→ W?. Furthermore we will show that χ

is stable under F?
s̃ so that (s̃, W?(F̃ )) ∈ TG̃.

Remark 7.2. Note that in [Lus09] Lusztig works with algebraic groups defined over C. However Lusztig
remarks in [Lus09, 1.8] that his results also hold for fields of very good characteristic. In fact, after
replacing the description of z̃C in [Lus09, 3.2] with that given in [Lus84b, 10.3] one easily sees that these
arguments work in type An in all characteristics, (see also [Tay12, §5.1]). Hence Lusztig’s results hold in
good characteristic.

7.3. Let W?(s̃) = W?
1 × · · · ×W?

r be a decomposition into irreducible Weyl groups, then we have
a corresponding decomposition of the family W?(F̃ ) = W?(F̃1) b · · · b W?(F̃r) determined by χ =

χ1 b · · ·b χr. The family F of unipotent characters of CG?(s)◦ in bijective correspondence with the family
F̃ will then decompose as a corresponding product of families F = F1 b · · ·bFr. We choose unipotent
characters ψi ∈ Fi such that nψi = fχi for each 1 6 i 6 r, (note that such characters always exist by
[Lus84a, 4.26.3]). We also make the extra assumption that if we have an isomorphism ϕ : W?

i → W?
j for

some i 6= j such that χi = χj ◦ ϕ then we take ψi = ψj, (i.e. the unipotent characters are parameterised
in the same way). Take ψ to be the product ψ1 b · · ·b ψr then our goal now is to show that the triple
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(s̃, W?(F̃ ), ψ) satisfies properties (P1) to (P5). Firstly as nψ = nψ1 · · · nψr = fχ1 · · · fχr = fχ = |AG̃(u)| we
have Property (P1) holds by the results of Lusztig and Hézard. Clearly Property (P3) holds so this leaves
us with Properties (P2), (P4) and (P5).

7.4. Assume G is of type Bn, Cn or Dn and O ∈ ClU(G)F is such that AG(u) is abelian. From the details
given in the following sections it will be clear that the chosen pair (s̃, W?(F̃ )) satisfies the following
condition: the structure of the centraliser CG̃(s̃) is determined by a set Σ satisfying mα|Σ| 6 2 (see
Table 6.1) – or in other words s̃2 = 1. When s̃ is isolated then the validity of Property (P4) follows from
[GH08, Proposition 2.3] because Properties (P1) and (P3) hold. However checking the details in [Héz04,
Chapter 3] one sees that a slightly stronger result holds, namely that this is true whenever s̃2 = 1. We
will see that under these assumptions s̃ is chosen to satisfy s̃2 = 1, hence we will only need to check
Property (P4) in type An and the exceptional types. This means that we will mainly concern ourselves
with Properties (P2) and (P5).

7.5. To make stating the results of Lusztig slightly more convenient we adopt the following convention,
which we maintain until the end. Consider a subset I ⊆ S0 then we have a corresponding parahoric
subgroup WI 6 W generated by I. Let ρ ∈ Irr(WI) be an irreducible character of WI and let AI 6 A be
the subgroup of elements normalising WI. We will write StabA(ρ) to denote the subgroup of AI which
stabilises ρ under the natural conjugation action of AI on WI.

8. Type An (n > 1)

8.1. Let d be a divisor of n + 1 then we denote by W(×dA(n+1−d)/d) the parabolic subgroup of W
generated by the reflections S0 \ {sj(n+1)/d | 0 6 j 6 d− 1}.

Proposition 8.2 (Lusztig, [Lus09, 3.2]). Let O ∈ ClU(G)F be a unipotent class with class representative u ∈ OF

and denote by d the order of |AG(u)|. There exists a special character [Λ] ∈ Irr(W(A(n+1−d)/d)) such that

• fbd[Λ] = |AG̃(u)|

• | StabA(bd[Λ])| = |ZG(u)|

• jW
W(×dA(n+1−d)/d)

(bd[Λ]) = ρ(O)

8.3. By the results in Section 6 there exists a semisimple element s̃ ∈ T̃?
0 lying in an F?-stable conjugacy

class such that W(s̃) = W(×dA(n+1−d)/d). We have (s̃, W?(F̃ )) ∈ TG̃ because bd[Λ] is invariant under
all graph automorphisms. We now prove Property (P2). By Proposition 8.2 and the construction of ψ we
have ψ is invariant under all possible graph automorphisms hence StabAG? (s)(ψ) = AG?(s). From 6.12
we see that |AG?(s)| = |ZG(u)| hence Property (P2) holds by Lemma 6.11. Finally Property (P4) holds
by combining Proposition 2.6 together with the fact that b(ρ) = d(ρ) for all characters ρ ∈ Irr(W) and
Property (P5) holds trivially as F contains only one character.

9. Type Bn (n > 2)

9.1. Let V1
n = {(κ, µ, ν) | κ + µ + ν = n and µ = 0} ⊂ N3 and V2

n = {(κ, µ, ν) | κ + µ + ν = n
and κ = ν} ⊂ N3. If (κ, µ, ν) ∈ V1

n then we denote by W(CκAµCν) = W(CκCν) the parahoric subgroup
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generated by the reflections S0 \ {sκ}. If (κ, µ, ν) ∈ V2
n then we denote by W(CκAµCν) the parahoric

subgroup of W generated by the reflections S0 \ {sµ, sn−µ}.

Proposition 9.2 (Hézard, [Héz04, §4.2.2]). Assume G is adjoint and let O ∈ ClU(G)F be a unipotent class with
class representative u ∈ OF. There exists a triple (κ, µ, ν) ∈ V1

n and a special irreducible character [Λ1] b [Λ2] ∈
Irr(W(CκCν)) such that:

• f[Λ1]b[Λ2] = |AG̃(u)|,

• jW
W(CκCν)

([Λ1] b [Λ2]) = ρ(O).

Proposition 9.3 (Lusztig, [Lus09, 4.9 - 4.12]). Assume G is simply connected and let O ∈ ClU(G)F be a unipo-
tent class with class representative u ∈ OF. There exists a triple (κ, µ, ν) ∈ V

|ZG(u)|
n and a special irreducible

character [Λ1] b [Λ2] b [Λ3] ∈ Irr(W(CκAνCµ)) such that:

• f[Λ1]b[Λ2]b[Λ3] = |AG̃(u)|,

• | StabA([Λ1] b [Λ2] b [Λ3])| = |ZG(u)|,

• jW
W(CκAνCµ)

([Λ1] b [Λ2] b [Λ3]) = ρ(O),

• if |ZG(u)| = 2 then [Λ1] = [Λ3].

9.4. By the results in Section 6 there exists a semisimple element s̃ lying in an F?-stable conjugacy
class such that W(s̃) = W(CκAµCµ) with (κ, µ, ν) ∈ V1

n ∪V2
n. Furthermore if (κ, µ, ν) ∈ V1

n then we may
assume that F?(s̃) ∈ {s̃, s̃w0}, (see Corollary 6.18). In each case we see that either F?

s̃ acts trivially on W?(s̃)
or the special character is invariant under all possible graph automorphisms, hence (s̃, W?(F̃ )) ∈ TG̃.
This proves Theorem 2.11 when G is adjoint. When G is simply connected Property (P2) follows from
Proposition 9.3, the construction of ψ and Lemma 6.11.

Let us now consider Property (P5). If |ZG(u)| = 1 then this is clear unless possibly n ≡ 0 (mod 2)
and µ = ν = n/2, in which case there is a non-trivial action of AG?(s) exchanging the two components of
type Cn/2. However Proposition 9.3 implies that the families containing the characters [Λ1] and [Λ3] are
distinct because if they weren’t we would have 2 = | StabA([Λ1] b [Λ2] b [Λ3])| 6= |ZG(u)|. Hence all the
characters in F have a trivial stabiliser so Property (P5) holds. Note that Property (P5) doesn’t necessarily
hold if |ZG(u)| = 2, (take two distinct unipotent characters on the components of type C), but this is one
of the exceptions mentioned in Theorem 2.11.

10. Type Cn (n > 3)

10.1. If (µ, ν) ∈N2 are such that µ + ν = n then we denote by W(DµBν) the parahoric subgroup of W
generated by the reflections S0 \ {sµ}.

Proposition 10.2 (Hézard, [Héz04, §4.2.3]). Let O ∈ ClU(G)F be a unipotent class with representative u ∈ OF.
There exist µ, ν ∈ N, such that µ + ν = n, and a special irreducible character [Λ1] b [Λ2] ∈ Irr(W(DµBν)) such
that:

• f[Λ1]b[Λ2] = |AG̃(u)|,

• jW
W(DµBν)

([Λ1] b [Λ2]) = ρ(O).
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Furthermore if |ZGsc(usc)| = 1 then we have µ = 0 and if |ZGsc(usc)| = 2 then the symbol [Λ1] is non-degenerate.

10.3. By the results in Section 6 there exists a semisimple element s̃ ∈ T̃?
0 such that F?(s̃) ∈ {s̃, s̃w0},

(see Corollary 6.18), and W(s̃) = W(DµBν). We have (s̃, W?(F̃ )) ∈ TG̃ as F?
s̃ acts trivially on W?(s̃). If

G is adjoint then this is all we need to show. Assume now that G is simply connected then Property
(P2) follows from Proposition 10.2, the construction of ψ and Lemma 6.11. Furthermore Property (P5)
clearly holds as Proposition 10.2 says that all unipotent characters of the type D component in F are
non-degenerate.

11. Type Dn (n > 4)

Remark 11.1. The subgroup of W which we denote by A is denoted by Ω in [Lus09]. We now describe
how Lusztig’s chosen generators for Ω can be identified with our chosen generators for A. Firstly, let
us identify W with a subgroup of the symmetric group on {1, . . . , n, n′, . . . , 1′} as in [Lus09, 5.1]. Lusztig
fixes two generators ω1 and ω2 of Ω such that: if n is even ω1 maps i 7→ (n + 1− i)′ and i′ 7→ n + 1− i
for all 1 6 i 6 n, if n is odd then ω1 maps i 7→ (n + 1− i)′ and i′ 7→ n + 1− i for all 1 6 i 6 n− 1 and
maps n 7→ 1 and n′ 7→ 1′, finally ω2 maps i 7→ i for all 2 6 i 6 n − 1 and interchanges 1 with 1′ and
n with n′. From this description it is not difficult to check that ω2 is identified with σ1. Furthermore if
n ≡ 0 (mod 2) then ω1 is identified with σn−1 and if n ≡ 1 (mod 2) then ω1 is identified with σn. This
now removes any difficulty in verifying our statements of Lusztig’s results.

11.2. Let µ, ν ∈ N then if µ + ν = n and µ, ν > 2 we denote by W(DµDν) the parahoric subgroup
generated by the reflections S0 \ {sµ}. If µ = 1 we denote by W(DµDν) the parahoric subgroup generated
by the reflections S0 \ {s0, s1}, similarly if ν = 1 we take the set S0 \ {sn−1, sn}. If 2µ + ν = n and µ > 2
we denote by W(DµAνDµ) the parahoric subgroup generated by the reflections S0 \ {sµ, sn−µ}. If µ = 1
then we denote by W(DµAνDµ) the parabolic subgroup generated by the reflections S0 \ {s0, s1, sn−1, sn}.
Finally we denote by W(A+n−1) the parabolic subgroup generated by the reflections S0 \ {s0, sn} and by
W(A−n−1) the parabolic subgroup generated by the reflections S0 \ {s0, sn−1}, (this is in keeping with the
notation introduced in Section 5).

11.3. For the case of type D it will be useful for us to introduce some more notation for distinguishing
unipotent classes. Assume O ∈ ClU(G) with class representative u ∈ O such that O is parameterised by a
partition λ ` 2n. Let us write λ = (1r1 , 2r2 , 3r3 , . . . ) with ri = 0 when i does not occur in λ then we define
the following two integers:

κD(u) = max{ri | i is odd},

δD(u) =

1 if there exists an odd number i ∈N such that ri ≡ 1 (mod 2),

0 otherwise.

Note that in the notation of [Lus09] we have for an element y∗ ∈ Yn
m corresponding to O that δD(u) = δy∗

and κD(u) = max{|I| | I ∈ J(y∗)}.
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The Adjoint and Special Orthogonal Cases

11.4. Until otherwise specified we assume that G is either adjoint or a special orthogonal group. Let
us first deal with the case where G is of type D4 and τ induces the graph automorphism of order 3.
The following table lists the classes O ∈ ClU(G)F by their partition and prescribes for each class the data
described in Section 7. Note that the information for |AG(u)| is only for the case when G is a special
orthogonal group. When G is adjoint we have |AG(u)| = |AG̃(u)|.

O |AG̃(u)| |AG(u)| W?(s̃) χ

(1, 7) 1 2 D3 [0; 3]
(3, 5) 1 2 D3 [1; 2]
(12, 32) 2 2 D4 [02; 13]
(1, 22, 3) 1 2 D2D2 [01; 12] b [01; 12]
(14, 22) 1 1 D4 [013; 123]
(18) 1 1 D4 [0123; 1234]

By the results in Section 6 there exists a semisimple element s̃ ∈ T̃?
0 lying in an F?-stable conjugacy class

such that W(s̃) = W(D4), W(D3) or W(D2D2). Clearly (s̃, W?(F̃ )) ∈ TG̃ as the character χ listed above is
invariant under all graph automorphisms. If G is a special orthogonal group then the non-trivial element
of AG?(s) induces the graph automorphism σ1 ∈ A therefore as non of the characters are degenerate we
see that Property (P2) holds by the construction of ψ and Lemma 6.11. Property (P5) is also clear for the
same reason which deals with the triality case.

Proposition 11.5 (Hézard, [Héz04, §4.2.4]). Assume τ has order at most 2 and let O ∈ ClU(G)F be a unipotent
class with class representative u ∈ OF. There exist µ, ν ∈ N, such that µ + ν = n, and a special irreducible
character [Λ1] b [Λ2] ∈ Irr(W(DµDν)) such that:

• f[Λ1]b[Λ2] = |AG̃(u)|,

• jW
W(DµDν)

([Λ1] b [Λ2]) = ρ(O).

Furthermore the symbols [Λ1] and [Λ2] are non-degenerate unless O is a degenerate unipotent class, in which case
we have µ = 0 and [Λ1] = ρ(O) is degenerate.

11.6. By the results in Section 6 there exists a semisimple element s̃ ∈ T̃?
0 such that F?(s̃) ∈ {s̃, s̃w0},

(see Corollary 6.18), and W(s̃) = W(DµDν). We claim (s̃, W?(F̃ )) ∈ TG̃, which follows from the following
two facts. Firstly F?

s̃ cannot act by exchanging the two components of type D. Secondly a unipotent class
O ∈ ClU(G) is F-stable unless O is degenerate and τ is of order 2 in which case it is not F-stable, (see for
instance [Tay12, Lemma 2.40]). This together with Proposition 11.5 confirms our claim, hence this proves
Theorem 2.11 in the adjoint case.

Let us now consider Property (P2) when G is a special orthogonal group. By [Lus84b, §10.6] and
[Lus84b, §14.3] we have |ZG(u)| = 2 unless O is degenerate, in which case |ZG(u)| = 1. If O is degenerate
then Property (P2) is clear, so let us assume O is non-degenerate. The non-trivial element of AG?(s)
induces the graph automorphism σ1 ∈ A, therefore StabAG? (s)(ψ) = AG?(s) and Property (P2) follows
from Lemma 6.11. Finally, as [Λ1], [Λ2] are not degenerate this is true of all characters in the families F1
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and F2. In particular the stabiliser of any character in the family F has the same order as StabAG? (s)(ψ)

so Property (P5) holds which proves Theorem 2.11 when G is a special orthogonal group.

The Simply Connected and Half-Spin Cases

11.7. We assume from now until the end of this section that G is either simply connected or a half-spin
group.

Proposition 11.8 (Lusztig, [Lus09, 6.14]). Let O ∈ ClU(G)F be a unipotent class with class representative u ∈
OF such that κD(u) > 2 and δD(u) = 1. There exists µ, ν ∈ N, such that µ + ν = n, and a special character
[Λ1] b [Λ2] ∈ Irr(W(DµDν)) such that:

• f[Λ1]b[Λ2] = |AG̃(u)|,

• StabA([Λ1] b [Λ2]) = 〈σ1〉

• jW
W(DµDν)

([Λ1] b [Λ2]) = ρ(O).

11.9. Let us note first of all that if τ is of order 3 then there are no F-stable classes satisfying the
conditions of Proposition 11.8, (see 11.4). Hence we may assume that τ has order at most two. By the
results in Section 6 there exists a semisimple element s̃ ∈ T̃?

0 such that F?(s̃) ∈ {s̃, s̃w0}, (see Corollary 6.18),
and W(s̃) = W(DµDν). We claim (s̃, W?(F̃ )) ∈ TG̃, which again follows from the following two facts.
Firstly F?

s̃ cannot exchange the two components of type D. Secondly [Λ1] and [Λ2] are not degenerate
because, by Proposition 11.8, they are invariant under the graph automorphism induced by σ1.

We now concern ourselves with Property (P2), which we must consider for each isomorphism type.
Firstly by [Lus84b, §10.6] and [Lus84b, §14.3] we have

|ZG(u)| =

1 if G is a half-spin group,

2 if G is simply connected.

If G is simply connected then Z(G) is not necessarily cyclic, which means we cannot use Lemma 6.11
so we must argue directly. As StabA([Λ1] b [Λ2]) 6= A we must have [Λ1] 6= [Λ2] so | StabAG? (s)(ψ)| 6 2
hence we need only show that AG?(s)F?

s̃ = AG?(s) and ZG(u)F = ZG(u). If F acts trivially on Z(G) then
F? acts trivially on Ker(δ?sc) so everything is fixed. Assume F acts non-trivially on the centre then it acts by
exchanging ẑn−1, ẑn hence we will have Z(G)F = 〈ẑ1〉 = Ker(δ?sc)

F?
, (where here we have identified Z(G)

with Z(G?
ad)). It is clear that AG?(s) is isomorphic to the subgroup 〈ẑ1〉 so AG?(s)F?

s̃ = AG?(s). From the
discussion in [Tay12, §2.2.4 - pg. 63] we have ZG(u) is given by CG(u)◦ and ẑn−1CG(u)◦ = ẑnCG(u)◦ so
we also have ZG(u)F = ZG(u).

Assume now that G is a half-spin group. If µ 6= ν then |AG?(s)| = 1 and the result is clear. If
µ = ν then |AG?(s)| = 2 however the graph automorphism induced by the non-trivial element of AG?(s)
exchanges the two components of type Dn/2. As was mentioned above [Λ1] 6= [Λ2] so StabAG? (s)(ψ) is
trivial. Finally, as [Λ1], [Λ2] are not degenerate this is true of all characters in the families F1 and F2. In
particular the stabiliser of any character in the family F has the same order as StabAG? (s)(ψ) so Property
(P5) holds.
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Proposition 11.10 (Lusztig, [Lus09, 6.11]). Let O ∈ ClU(G)F be a unipotent class with class representative
u ∈ OF such that κD(u) = 1 and δD(u) = 1. There exist µ, ν ∈ N, such that 2µ + ν = n, and a special character
[Λ1] b [Λ2] b [Λ1] ∈ Irr(W(DµAνDµ)) such that:

• f[Λ1]b[Λ2]b[Λ1] = |AG̃(u)|,

• StabA([Λ1] b [Λ2] b [Λ1]) = A

• jW
W(DµAνDµ)

([Λ1] b [Λ2] b [Λ1]) = ρ(O).

11.11. By the results in Section 6 there exists a semisimple element s̃ ∈ T̃?
0 contained in an F?-stable

conjugacy class such that W(s̃) = W(DµAνDµ). We have (s̃, W?(F̃ )) ∈ TG̃ because [Λ1] b [Λ2] b [Λ1] is
invariant under all graph automorphisms. We now concern ourselves with Property (P2), which we must
consider for each isomorphism type. Firstly by [Lus84b, §10.6] and [Lus84b, §14.3] we have

|ZG(u)| =

2 if G is a half-spin group,

4 if G is simply connected.

In both cases we have ZG(u) ∼= Z(G) and AG?(s) ∼= Ker(δ?sc) so Property (P2) holds by Corollary 6.10
and the fact that ψ is invariant under all graph automorphisms. Let us now consider Property (P5).
Every character χ ∈ F is parameterised by symbols [Λ1] b [Λ2] b [Λ3], where neither [Λ1] nor [Λ3] are
degenerate. However we have | StabAG? (s)(χ)| = |ZG(u)F| if and only if [Λ1] = [Λ3]. Hence it is clear that
Property (P5) does not always hold, however this is one of the exceptions mentioned in Theorem 2.11.

Proposition 11.12 (Lusztig, [Lus09, 6.13]). Let O ∈ ClU(G)F be a unipotent class with class representative
u ∈ OF such that κD(u) = 0, i.e. O is a degenerate unipotent class. There exists a parabolic subgroup W′, which
is either W(A+n−1) or W(A−n−1), and a special irreducible character [Λ] ∈ Irr(W′) such that:

• f[Λ] = |AG̃(u)|,

• StabA([Λ]) =

〈σn〉 if [Λ] ∈ Irr(W(A+n−1)),

〈σn−1〉 if [Λ] ∈ Irr(W(A−n−1)),

• jW
W′([Λ]) = ρ(O).

Remark 11.13. In [Lus09, 6.3] Lusztig describes two ways to construct a parabolic subgroup of W which is
of type An−1 and he denotes these by W ′0× S(λ)

n ×W ′0 with λ = 0 or 3. It is easily checked that the parabolic
subgroup with λ = 0 corresponds to W(A+n−1) and the parabolic subgroup with λ = 3 corresponds to
W(A−n−1). Unless G is a half-spin group the choice of parabolic subgroup is immaterial to our result.
However when G is a half-spin group this choice is important and we will explain below that it can be
made concrete by the transitivity of j-induction.

Remark 11.14. As mentioned above we have a degenerate unipotent class is F-stable if and only if τ is
trivial. In particular we may assume until the end of this section that F is such a Frobenius endomorphism.

11.15. By the results in Section 6 there exists a semisimple element s̃ ∈ T̃?
0 which lies in an F?-stable

conjugacy class such that W(s̃) = W(A±n−1). We have (s̃, W?(F̃ )) ∈ TG̃ because W?(F̃ ) contains only
the character [Λ] and any irreducible character of a Weyl group of type A is invariant under all graph
automorphisms.
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11.16. We now concern ourselves with Property (P2), which we must consider for each isomorphism
type. Assume G is simply connected then by [Lus84b, §14.3] we have |ZG(u)| = 2 and by the results in
Section 6 we have |AG?(s)| = 2, so we at least have |AG?(s)| = |ZG(u)|. The Frobenius endomorphism Fq

cannot exchange the elements ẑn−1 and ẑn because Fq cannot exchange the corresponding weights qωn−1

and qωn as q is odd, it then follows that Z(G)F = Z(G) and Ker(δ?sc)
F?

= Ker(δ?sc). Hence |AG?(s)F?
s | =

|ZG(u)F| and by Proposition 11.12 we have StabAG? (s)(ψ) = AG?(s) so Property (P2) holds.

11.17. Let us now deal with the case where G is a half-spin group. We may assume O is of the form
O±λ and η ` n/2 is the partition constructed from λ in 5.4. We must first clarify the choice over the
parabolic subgroup in Proposition 11.12. The subgroup W(A±η∗) is a parabolic subgroup of W(A±n−1) so
by the transitivity of j-induction we have

jW
W(A±

η∗ )
(sgn) = jW

W(A±n−1)
(j

W(A±n−1)

W(A±
η∗ )

(sgn)).

Let W(A′η∗) denote either W(A+η∗) or W(A−η∗). By this remark we must have the parabolic subgroup W′

from Proposition 11.12 contains the parabolic subgroup W(A′η∗) for which ρ(O) = jW
W(A′

η∗ )
(sgn). From

(5.11) we see that this depends upon the congruence of n modulo 4 so we consider this in two cases.
Before we consider the two cases let us first introduce the following notation. We denote by W?(A+n−1) the
parabolic subgroup of W? generated by the reflections T \ {tn} and by W?(A−n−1) the parabolic subgroup
of W? generated by the reflections T \ {tn−1}. Similarly we denote by W?(A±η∗) the appropriate parabolic
subgroup of W?(A±n−1).

Assume n ≡ 0 (mod 4) then the character ρ(O±λ ) is the induced character jW
W(A±n−1)

(sgn). Under the
duality described in Section 5 we see that s?i = ti for all 1 6 i 6 n. Hence under this isomorphism
the subgroup W(A±n−1) is sent to the subgroup W?(A±n−1). In particular the element s̃ ∈ T̃?

0 is such that
W?(s̃) = W?(A±n−1). From Table 6.3 we see that we always have |AG?(s)| = |ZG(u)|, therefore Property
(P2) holds by Lemma 6.11 as StabAG? (s)(ψ) = AG?(s).

Assume n ≡ 2 (mod 4) then the character ρ(O±λ ) is the induced character jW
W(A∓

η∗ )
(sgn). Under the

duality described in Section 5 we see that s?i = ti for all 1 6 i 6 n− 2. However s?n−1 = tn and s?n = tn−1,
hence under the isomorphism W → W? the subgroup W(A∓n−1) is sent to the subgroup W?(A±n−1). In
particular the element s̃ ∈ T̃?

0 is such that W?(s̃) = W?(A±n−1). From Table 6.3 we see that we always have
|AG?(s)| = |ZG(u)|, therefore Property (P2) holds by Lemma 6.11 as StabAG? (s)(ψ) = AG?(s).

Note finally that Property (P5) holds trivially as F contains only one character.

12. Exceptional Types

12.1. In what follows we give tables for the simple groups of exceptional type containing the infor-
mation described in Section 7, (for types G2, F4 and E8 this information is taken from [Héz04, §5]). By
the results in Section 6 there exists a semisimple element s̃ ∈ T̃?

0 which lies in an F?-stable conjugacy
class such that W?(s̃) is one of the parahoric subgroups listed below. One easily verifies that the special
characters we list are invariant under all graph automorphisms hence (s̃, W?(F̃ )) ∈ TG̃.

Let us now consider Property (P4). If s̃ is isolated then this follows from [GH08, Proposition 2.3] as
in the case of classical type groups. The only cases where this is not the case are when G is of type E6

or E7. In these cases one may easily check that Property (P4) holds by using Geck’s PyCox program, (see
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[Gec12]). In particular assume W is the Weyl group W and H is the reflection subgroup W(s̃) then running
the command

>>> X = inductiontable(H,W,invchar=(lambda G:dimBu(G)))

in PyCox produces the truncated induction table with respect to the d-function. Assume j is the index of
χ in the list X[‘charH’] then one only has to check that there is a unique i such that X[‘scalar’][i][j]
is non-zero. With this we see that Property (P4) holds hence this completes the proof of Theorem 2.11 if
G is adjoint.

12.2. Let us now consider Property (P2) and Property (P5) in the cases where G is simply connected
of type E6 or E7. From the tables below we see that |AG?(s)| = |ZG(u)|. By Lemma 4.3 it is clear that the
character ψ will be invariant under any graph automorphism induced by an element of AG?(s) so we will
have StabAG? (s)(ψ) = AG?(s) hence Property (P2) holds by Lemma 6.11.

Let us now consider the validity of Property (P5). If |AG̃(u)| = 1 then |F | = 1 so it is obvious that
XF = ∅. Assume O is such that |AG̃(u)| = |AG(u)| then XF = ∅ because CG?(s) is connected so clearly
| StabAG? (s)(ψ)| = 1 for all ψ ∈ F . We need now only consider when O is the class E6(a3) in E6 or O is the
class D4(a1) +A1, E7(a3), E7(a4) or E7(a5) in E7. However by Lemma 4.3 we know all unipotent characters
in the family are invariant under all graph automorphisms which shows XF = ∅.

Type G2

O |AG(u)| W?(s̃) χ

1 1 G2 φ1,6

A1 1 A2 [123]
Ã1 1 A1A1 [12] b [12]
G2(a1) 6 G2 φ2,1

G2 1 G2 φ1,0

Type F4

O |AG(u)| W?(s̃) χ

1 1 F4 14

A1 1 B4 [01234; 1234]
Ã1 2 F4 45

A1 + Ã1 1 F4 94

A2 2 B4 [0124; 123]
Ã2 1 F4 82

A2 + Ã1 1 A3A1 [1234] b [12]
B2 2 B4 [023; 12]

Ã2 + A1 1 A2A2 [123] b [123]
C3(a1) 2 B4 [03; 2]
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O |AG(u)| W?(s̃) χ

F4(a3) 24 F4 12
B3 1 F4 81

C3 1 F4 83

F4(a2) 2 B4 [013; 13]
F4(a1) 2 F4 42

F4 1 F4 11

Type E6

O |AG̃(u)| |AG(u)| W?(s̃) χ

1 1 1 E6 1′p
A1 1 1 E6 6′p
2A1 1 1 E6 20′p
3A1 1 1 A5A1 [123456] b [12]
A2 2 2 E6 30′p

A2 + A1 1 1 E6 64′p
2A2 1 3 D4 [0123; 1234]

A2 + 2A1 1 1 E6 60′p
A3 1 1 E6 81′p

2A2 + A1 1 3 A2A2A2 [123] b [123] b [123]
A3 + A1 1 1 A5A1 [1245] b [12]
D4(a1) 6 6 E6 80s

A4 1 1 E6 81p

D4 1 1 E6 24p

A4 + A1 1 1 E6 60p

A5 1 3 A1A1A1A1 [12] b [12] b [12] b [12]
D5(a1) 1 1 E6 64p

E6(a3) 2 6 D4 [02; 13]
D5 1 1 E6 20p

E6(a1) 1 3 D4 [1; 3]
E6 1 3 A2A2A2 [3] b [3] b [3]

Type E7

O |AG̃(u)| |AG(u)| W?(s̃) χ

1 1 1 E7 1′a
A1 1 1 E7 7a

2A1 1 1 E7 27′a
(3A1)

′′ 1 2 E6 1′p
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O |AG̃(u)| |AG(u)| W?(s̃) χ

(3A1)
′ 1 1 A1D6 [12] b [012345; 123456]

A2 2 2 E7 56a

4A1 1 2 A7 [12345678]
A2 + A1 2 2 E7 120′a
A2 + 2A1 1 1 E7 189b

A3 1 1 E7 210′a
2A2 1 1 E7 168′a

A2 + 3A1 1 2 A7 [1234568]
(A3 + A1)

′′ 1 2 E6 20′p
2A2 + A1 1 1 A2A5 [123] b [123456]
(A3 + A1)

′ 1 1 A1D6 [12] b [0134; 1234]
D4(a1) 6 6 E7 315a

A3 + 2A1 1 2 A7 [123467]
D4 1 1 A2A5 [3] b [123456]

D4(a1) + A1 2 4 E6 30′p
A3 + A2 2 2 A1D6 [12] b [0124; 1235]
A4 2 2 A1D6 [2] b [0124; 1235]

A3 + A2 + A1 1 2 A3A3A1 [1234] b [1234] b [12]
(A5)′′ 1 2 D4A1A1 [0123; 1234] b [2] b [2]
D4 + A1 1 2 A7 [2345]
A4 + A1 2 2 E7 512′a
D5(a1) 2 2 E7 420a

A4 + A2 1 1 E7 210b

(A5)′ 1 1 A1D6 [12] b [12; 23]
A5 + A1 1 2 A2A2A2 [123] b [123] b [123]
D5(a1) + A1 1 2 A7 [1346]
D6(a2) 1 2 A7 [1256]
E6(a3) 2 2 E7 405a

D5 1 1 E7 189′c
E7(a5) 6 12 E6 80s

A6 1 1 E7 105b

D5 + A1 1 2 A7 [236]
D6(a1) 1 2 A7 [1238]
E7(a4) 2 4 D4A1A1 [02; 13] b [12] b [12]
D6 1 2 A7 [4567]
E6(a1) 2 2 E7 120a

E6 1 1 E7 21′b
E7(a3) 2 4 E6 30p

E7(a2) 1 2 E6 20p

E7(a1) 1 2 E6 6p
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O |AG̃(u)| |AG(u)| W?(s̃) χ

E7 1 2 A7 [8]

Type E8

O |AG(u)| W?(s̃) χ

1 1 E8 1′x
A1 1 E8 8′z

2A1 1 E8 35′x
3A1 1 E7A1 1′a b [12]
A2 2 E8 112′z

4A1 1 D8 [01234567; 12345678]
A2 + A1 2 E8 210′x
A2 + 2A1 1 E8 560′z
A3 1 E8 567′x

A2 + 3A1 1 D8 [0123457; 1234567]
2A2 2 E8 700′x

2A2 + A1 1 E6A2 1′p b [123]
A3 + A1 1 E7A1 27′a b [12]
D4(a1) 6 E8 1400′z
D4 1 E8 525′x

2A2 + 2A1 1 A8 [123456789]
A3 + 2A1 1 D8 [012356; 123456]
D4(a1) + A1 6 E8 1400′x
A3 + A2 2 E7A1 56a b [12]
A4 2 E8 2268′x

A3 + A2 + A1 1 A7A1 [12345678] b [12]
D4 + A1 1 A7A1 [12345678] b [2]
D4(a1) + A2 2 E8 2240′x
A4 + A1 2 E8 4096′x

2A3 1 D5A3 [01234; 12345] b [1234]
D5(a1) 2 E8 2800′z
A4 + 2A1 2 E8 4200′x
A4 + A2 1 E8 4536′z
A5 1 E7A1 168′a b [12]

D5(a1) + A1 1 E8 6075′x
A4 + A2 + A1 1 E8 2835′x
D4 + A2 2 D8 [0234; 1235]
E6(a3) 2 E8 5600′z
D5 1 E8 2100y

A4 + A3 1 A4A4 [12345] b [12345]
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O |AG(u)| W?(s̃) χ

A5 + A1 1 A2A1A5 [123] b [12] b [123456]
D5(a1) + A2 1 D5A3 [0124; 1234] b [1234]
D6(a2) 2 D8 [0134; 1245]

E6(a3) + A1 2 E6A2 30′p b [123]
E7(a5) 6 E7A1 315a b [12]
D5 + A1 1 E7A1 105′c b [12]
E8(a7) 120 E8 4480y

A6 1 E8 4200z

D6(a1) 2 E8 5600z

A6 + A1 1 E8 2835x

E7(a4) 2 E7A1 420′a b [12]
E6(a1) 2 E8 2800z

D5 + A2 2 D8 [024; 134]
D6 1 A1A7 [2] b [2345]
E6 1 E8 525x

D7(a2) 2 E8 4200x

A7 1 E7A1 210b b [12]
E6(a1) + A1 2 E8 4096z

E7(a3) 2 E8 2268x

E8(b6) 6 E6A2 80s b [123]
D7(a1) 2 E7A1 405a b [12]
E6 + A1 1 A2A1A5 [123] b [2] b [234]
E7(a2) 1 A2A1A5 [3] b [12] b [1245]
E8(a6) 6 E8 1400x

D7 1 A2A1A5 [123] b [12] b [34]
E8(b5) 6 E8 1400z

E7(a1) 1 E8 567x

E8(a5) 2 E8 700x

E8(b4) 2 E7A1 120a b [12]
E7 1 A1A7 [2] b [45]
E8(a4) 2 E8 210x

E8(a3) 2 E8 112z

E8(a2) 1 E8 35x

E8(a1) 1 E8 8z

E8 1 E8 1x
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